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INTRODUCTION

In this unit we introduce the mathematical idea of a topologi-
cal transformatipn or deformation. Topology is the branch of
mathematics concerned With the concepts of continuity and
connectedness.. Tn topology we study what happens to ob.-,
jects and urfacesiwhen they are transfoimed by twisting,
bending, pulling ,d,r,:-'stretching, but not by tearing or cating.
Under such deformations, some properties of objects and
surfaces,are not preserved. These are generally measurable
properties and include area length, mag of angle, shape,

etc.Other properties are preserved anSinclude,
among others, connectedness, insideness-outsideness and
continuity. Topology is commonly called "rubber sheet"
geometry. For example, if you stretch a rubber sheet map of
the United States., the areas Of the states and the lengths of
the rivers will change. However,, the relative location of .the
states and rivers will not 'change, and Salt Lake, for example,
will remain within the oundary of the United States.

One of the basic concep s of topology is that.of the continuity
of points in a set. The topologist, in his imagiriation, looks
upon the objects and surfaCes he deforms as continuous sets
of points. We say that there is an infinite number of points
on a line segment; see Units 10, 21, 22. just as thepoints
on.a line segment form a continuous set, so also do the points
on a surface or in a three-dimensional object. The continuity
of points -on a line is an essential Characteristic of the real

't number system and of the number line we use to fepresent it
aeometrically. The continuity of points_on a line or in a plane
is also at the heart of the calculus and of all the basic theo-
rems of analysis in mathematics. So, as the children sIudy.
the deceptively simple properties of the surfac,es and 'objects
that they deform they are introduced to the groundwork for
much of higher mathematics. In this unit the children will
often work with sets of discrete objects rather than with sets
of .continuous points. For example, the 48 states of the con-
tinental United States .or the main features of a human body
constitute the elements of some of the sets that they will
study. They will observe transformations of these sets and
study how measurable and non-measurable properties change
gilder a transformation. Thus the children can transfer their
ideas about sets of discrete objects to sets of continuous
points %

1



Another concept that is basic to the idea of a topological
transformatiOn is that of one to one correspondence, with
which the children in the.MINNEMAST program are familiar.

Consider a set of points or simple elements which is topo-

logically transformed.. The set, in its final form, will cor-
-respond point by point or eleMent by element With the origi-

nal form, in spite of changes in size or shape. The.children

are given simple examples of this concept. For instance, in
Section 4, they will try various ways of flattening the globe

in order to make a flat map. .-They will see that althotigh _

angles, distances, and shapes might change, the features,

of the flat map may be matched one to one with the features

of The globe. They will realize that there is a ways. a one

to one correspondence between points (geograp 'cal features)

on cliffererit versions of the same map, Thus the concept of

one to-one correspondence, which;the children firS\ worked

with when they, began counting aad using- natural numbers,

is further developed and applied in this unit.

The concepts of continuity and one to orre-correspondence
are two of the most fundamental-ideas in set theory and,
indeed, in mathematics. In their study of transformations

in this unit, the children are exposed to these two Concepts,

on-.a-basio, intuitive and geometrical level.
a.

NOTE: If possible,' use the two films that are listed for Les-

son 7.- The films are:

Monarch Butterfly Story, Ercryciopedia Britannica film, 1 J min-.

'utes; color, 16 mm,
Frdg's Life, Coronet film,. 10 minutes, black and white, 16 mm.`

Listki belovi are some books that you Might find useful' while

te1ching this unit.

Barr, S. , Experim6nts in Topology, New York: Thomas Crowell

Co. ,(Chapter ').
Hilbert, D..and S. Cohn-Vossen, Geometry and,the Imagination,

New York: Chelsea HoUse, (Chapter Va.
Kasner, Edward and James Newman, Mathematics' and the Im-agina-

. tion, New York: Simon ard Schuster, Inc., (Chapter 7).

Life-Science Library, Mathematics, New York: Time, Inc.,

(Chapter 8).



MEASURABLE AND NON-MEASURABLE PROPERTIES I

This section reviews many of the ideas 'introduced in earlier
MINNEMAST units, such as properties,.classification, One
to one correspondence and measurement.

In Lesson 1, the children review the ideethat a property is a
characteristic or attribute of an objector a set of,objects,
leading to the important idea that number is :elso a property
of a set. By using one to one correspondence, they can com-
pare the number property of two or more sets. They review -

`classificationclassification ideas with sets of animal cards, using common
properties-Such as the number of digits on a front foot, etc:,
aS'the-basis for' classification.

In LeSsons 2 and 3 the children study measurable properties
of two .and three-dimensional figures. A measurable prop-,
erty is one to Which a number can be assigned, usually ky
measurement with some instrument (e.g. , ruler, protrattor).
Examples of measurable properties are length, area and vol-

.
ume.

In Lessons 4 and 5,, the children study non-measurable Prop-
erties of two- and three-dimensional figures. 'In this unit
the non-measurable -properties are- "boundedness" (pertaining
to boundaries) , order of points on a line or in a plane and
"insideness-outsideness" (in-out), which has to do with the
location of points in reference to a boundary.

This study, of measurable and non-measurable properties, pro-
videg a basis for investigating properties that change`and
properties that do not change under transformation.

0
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Lesson PROPERTIES OF opirecTs AND SETS

The purposes of this lesson are:

to review the usage of the word "property" when describing

a characteristic or attribute of an object or a set of objects;

to use one.to one correspondence as a way of comparing

the number property of two or more sets;

to have the children classify sets of animal cards; using
common properties of the animals as the basis of classi-

fication.

In this unit, as in Unit 26,
word "property" refers to a
object or a set of objects.
ness ,:texture, size,
When describing properties
and "order" are also used.

MATERIALS

What Are Things Made Of? , the
characteristic or attribute of ah
Hardness, shape, color, thick-
are...Words that denote properties.
Of Sets, such words as "number"

Letter to the Student (provided in the Student Manuals)

story, "The Education of Peter von Hahgg" (provided in

this lesson and also in the Student Manuals)

30 pairs of scissors
Worksheets I L

PROCEDURE

Activity A
Distribute the Student Manuals to the children and have them

open to the 'student letter. -Read, it over_with them. This

letter introduces two story characters, Peter von Hahgg and

Henry, who will appear from time to time to help introduce'

and review certain concepts. The first installment of the
story'follows the student letter:' Have the children turn to

the first installment and read through it with them. In this

part of the story, Peter and Henry clarify a common misunder-

standing children often have of the word "property," that is,

I



they think of property as land. Peter and Henry also review
one to one correspondence (matching) as a method of compar-
ing the number of objects in two sets.

fi
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THE EDUCATION OF PETER VON HAHGG

Peter von Hahgg, Pig-in-Chief of Hillendale Farm, was very
proud of his highfalutin title and more than a little pompous, but he
did have a very good heart, after ail.

His friend, Henry, a clever but modest fellow, went to the

Little Red School House five of the seven days out of,the week. On

the sixth day he Wok lorig walks with Peter, and on the seventh, he
rested.

The two had been friends for quite-some time .now_ ___When I

Henry Came home from school, Peter would tell him the farm gossip

and Henry, in turn, would explain much of what he had learned that
day to Peter. Peter was a highly intelligent pig. He had taught
himselthe 'alphabet and could spell such words as pedestrian,

antidisestablishmentarianism and reticule, which, you must admit,

is pretty impressive. He. even had a library card and checked books

out of the local library so he could bonezup on ,all sorts of subjects.

All in all, Peter von Hahgg was one of your more well-informed and

high-toned pigs. However, as you will soon see, there were cer-
tain topics about which Peter knew nothing, which is not to say.that

he wasn't perfectly willing to learn.

One fine Saturday afternoon in April, shoitly before the begin-

ning of daylight saving time, Henry and Peter went out for a stroll
around Hillendale Farm. They were eager to look at the young lambs

and chickens and ducks and to see how the gardens were growing.

I
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They were standing near the chicken coop looking at the

chickens when Henry said to Peter, "Those chickens certainly

have some interesting properties , don't they Peter?"
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"Properties?" asked Peter. "Do they own' Other

than the ground they're scratching 6:n, I meant?"

"Silly pig," replied Henry, "I meati well, when I say_ prop-

erty that way, I mean the things you can see and describe.about the

chickens that make them chickens like their feathers. Let me see

if I can explain it better. The properties of a chicken include its

feathers,. its wings, its ability to lay eggs, its two feet. You get
the picture?"

"I'm not sure,'," answered Peter, curling up his tail as he -

thought about it, the way most people wrinkle their foreheads when

they try hard to concentrate.

"Well, Peter, before you get your tail an bent out of shape

thinking about it, I'm going to assemble a set of objects and let's
see if you can describe some properties that all of them have. O.K.?"

4-lenrytasked.

"O. K. ," replied. Peter, but without much enthUsiasm. He was

a teeny bit afraid that he might riot be able to answer Henry's 'ques-

tions and he hated to appear foolish in Henry's eyes. -

And with that, Henry walked off to the barn and returned a

quarter of an hour later, carrying two white baby rabbits, and lead-

ing a young lamb, a kitten and a puppy. He brought them over to, the

oak tree that Peter was standing under. As he sat the rabbits down.

On the ground,. Henry said quietly to all of them, "Now, don't run
,

off until I tell you you can O. You understand?" And turning. to

Peter, he said, "Very well, then, Peter, can you describe some prop-

, erties-of all the animals in this set?"

9
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"Hmm....let's see..,...they all have four legs, they all are
covered with fur, they arc(all of them living animals.....what I mean

is, they're not plants or buildings or stars but they are animals,"
explained Peter.

"VertinLy good," exclaimed Henry. 'Anything else?"

"Well, the lanib and the two rabbits are white," Peter said.

"Yes, but the kitte /and the puppy aren't white," Henry re-
plied. "You see, Peter I want yod to tell me the properties that

`all the members of this set have in common. That means the prop-

' erties that they all have like they all have -tails.= or as you men-

tionedtioned earlier on, the all have four legs."
t,

"Oh, I see," Peter answered. "They allliayetwo ears," he
..r> j .- .' \''

oucontinued, "and two; Yes and they all can move around. They all
, .

eat and they all sleep and they are warm when you curl up next to,
them."

Now you have my idea," Henry said.
)..

"Say, Henry,- this is kind of fun," said Peter. "Why don't
you if it's not too much work, I mean why don't you_make

another set of different kinds of objects and let me describe their

common properties?"

"O.K." replied Henry, (who wanted to be a teacher whc.n he

grew up anyway) and so saying, he went to the tool shed and came

back pushing a wheelbarrow that held a rake, a hoe, a shovel and

a trowel. He lined up these things 'on the ground and asked Peter,

"What ,ire the common properties of the objects in this ..et?"
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And quick as a bat, Peter answered, "They all have wooden
,

parts and they all havq parts made out of metal and they all have

handles. And oh yes they, are not animals. They are all used

to work in a. gardeh."

"Right!" exclaimed Henry. "Anything else?"

"No, not anything else that I can see," Peter answered'.

"But you know what, I just noticed something-that's interesting."

"What's that?'" Henry asked.
..:,,

"BOth sets the set, of living animals and thp set, of

dening tools have five objects in them: Could y64 say that,

the number,of objects in any set is 'a property of that..set?"

Not so..fastr" said Henry. "You m entioned ti:To very im-

portant things. You're absolutely right when you say that the num-
.

ber is an important property. Whatever. the number of objects in a

set 2, 49, 100 it's an important property. You also noticed'

that in these two sets, both have the same number of objects. You

must have compared them in some way., Can you show me just how

you know that each set has the same number of objects-in it?"

"Why, ,that' s easy," replied Peter. "Look, you can, match

one object in this set to an object in that set and not have any

left ever.."..r.
. -

And, wouldn't you know it, that's just what Peter von Haligg-

did! He matched the rake to the kitten, he matched the hoe to the

puppy, the wheelbarrow tc a rabbit, the shovel to- the lamb and the
or ry

trowel to the other rabbit.

"There you are, Henry," Peter exclaimed, stepping back to

. look at his work.

J
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"That's very good,",Henry said. "Do you know what you

have just done? You, my friend, have matched one to one the

objects in. one set with the objects in another set. In other words,

there is a one to one correspondence b.etween these two,seSs."

"Well, dog my 'cats !" squealed Peter in, excitement. (Peter

had a hard time keeping cool when he got excited.) "So that's

what I did. And now I understand what you mean when you say

one to one matching Of the objects in a set.."

4.*
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Henry had been noticing that the shadows cast by the tree

had been growing longer and longer, so he .`turned to Peter and

said, "Well, old buddy, it's been a long afternoon and this has

been a.pretty:deep discussion. What do you say we return to the

house and have some lemonade before we clean 'up for supper?"
O

"Sounds like a good idea to 'me," said Peter, who .was not

one to turn down lemonade nor food nor even cleaning up for supper.

O

As the two friends walked down the lane to the farmhouse,
o

Peter nudged Henry in the ribs and said, "Speaking of ohickeng4,

I have an important question for you to answer, Henry.."

ask me," said Henry.

"Can you tell me," asked Peter, " Why did the dhicken

cross the road?"

\
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After the glass has finished readirdthe story, ask the chil-
dren if they would like to play a game. in which they describe
some properties of objects and sets of objects.

Game 1: Properties of Objects

First have the children' describe some propertieg'Of an object,
such as a book or an eraser. Then ask'one student to leaxe
the room for a few minutes and tell him that when he cornea
back into the classroom the other children will describe the'
properties of some`object in the room. 'His job will be to ,

'figure out IN nich object they described. ,

While the child is outside the room, the rest of the children
decide which object they-wiph. to describe. Caiition them
against looking at the object when they de'scribe its proper-
ties. Also, they cannot tell the name of the object, i.e. ,
They shouldn't sap, "It's a clock." Call back the student
who was sent out and proceed with.the game.

Game 2.: Properties of Sets of Objects

Have a set 'of fOur,childrenistand at the front of the room.
Ask,the class to desciqbe some properties of this set of chil-
dren. Some potpie pi-operties ark:

I
there are four members in the set 4

- they all_ have two legs
- they all are wearing two:shoes
- they are all girls vA *

they all have dark hair "(

Ask someone to divide the set into two subsets according to_
some property. (For example, three girls in one subset, one
girl in another subset; one' subset has three long-haired girls,
,the other subset has one,short-haired girl in it.): The class
should then try to guess by what property thq child determined
the subsets. (In this example, the property is hair Ir.ength.)

0

Repeat the procedure, but this time choose a set of.dissimilar
objects, e.g.. ; a child, a plant, a pair 61 scissors and a
glass. Ask the children to describe some properties of this

2
I5.
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set of objects. Some possible properties are:
4 *

Fr
It

they are all solid
they are all tallerthon they are wide _

there are four members in the set
*

Have divide the let -into subsets according to some

property. For example,-; he mey"niake-a subset of the child

and the plant and another subset of the scissors Sand the

glass. The determining property in this example :is whether

the object is alive or not alive. (5i-' perhaps he wilhdivide
these objects into a subst-of the child and the scissors and
another subset of'the plant and the glass and say that the

.c.first subset'has ;Pegs" and the second subset-does .not.. Or

ne-may Make one subset of -the plant, thescissors and the
glass and another subset of the child. In tlfis case the deter-.

mining property is whether the object is an,animal Or not:

Tile &ass should ag.ain
determined thesUbsetg
property gets to choose
termlne the subsets.

tryto guess ,by what property the 'child'

. The child who gpesses the correct
a new set of objects and also, to deb`

.

Activity B
A.

-, ,
As thechildren to tear Worksheeti I through ti.ou.t of their

manithis. They should eat each woi-ksheet into fo6r-part.s .,

along the dotted lines. When they are done, they will have

a set of 'sixteen animal cards. On one side. of each card is a

drawing of an animal. On the other side are smaller drawings

of the front paws and the back paws of the animal.

Assign partners and have them sit next.to each other: ASk

each child to divide his set of animal barcIS into Subsets,

using any propertyihe wishes. When they are finished, each

child. should determine.what.property hiS partner used to

classify his setof animal cards. When this is done, ask ,

them V) reclassify their s.et of cards according to another

prOperty. Then they should check their partner's Work as

before.
K

s
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- Extra. motivation for this activity could be to have the children
see which pair comes up with the greatest number of classifi-

cation properties. When thc, children have had enough time to

try several clasification schemes, list on the chalkboard

some of the properties that were used, The fcillowing diagram

illustrates one possible classification scheme:

no legs
(snake)

4-limbed
lother' 15 animals)

5 toes on front feet and
5 toes on back feet
(man, ape, raeo-on,
beaver, skunk, oppos-
sum, bear)

5 toes on front feet anid

4 toes on back feet
(cat, dog, elephant,
mouse, squirrel, wolf,
frog, turtle)



Discuss with the class the idea that the number of toes on an
animal's hand or foot can be matched one to one with another
animal's digits.

To further clarify the idea of one to one matching, have the-
children complete Worksheet 5. On this worksheet, all the
main features match one to one on the man and the bear
(2 eyes to 2 eyes, 5 fingers to 5 fingers, etc.), except for
the bear's tail. Discuss the worksheet with the children

. after they have completed it.

workcheet S
LOU 23

Draw Itne%ro show the related features of the man
and the henr

fin? S, Ot;e? ; If 57
PdCia/ ceo-la res,

head,
147;1 fr,

at5:

uRf

1, the related fraturec match one to one?

Ye&

r.
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Lesson 2: MEASURABLE PROPERTIES OF 2-DIMENSIONAL FIGURES

The purposes or this lesson are:

- to study such measurable properties of 2-dimensional

figures as length, mag of angles and area;

- to provide the groundwork for =investigating properties that

change and properties that do not change under certain

transformations.

Measurable properties are'those to which a number can be

assigned, usually by measurement with some measuring in-

strument (ruler., protractor, clock, weight scale, etc.).
Examples of measurable properties are length, area, height,

weight, time, volume, etc. Non-measurable properties are

those that must be described without the use of numbers and

measurements: For example, order of elements in a set,

color, characteristic shape or.form, open or closedness of a

curve, etc. , are non-measurable properties.

MATERIALS

- 30 protractors (from Unit 26)

- 30 rulers

- 30 pairs of scissors

- 30 pieces of 5i". x-3" paper

- 30 pieces of string, eactrat least 12" long

- story, "The Same or Not the Same? " (provided in this

lesson and also in the Student Manuals)

- transparency of Worksheet 6 (optional; printed original is

included in the appendix of this manual).

overhead projector (optional)

- Worksheets 6 - 11

PREPARATION

Before class, cut 30 pieces of x 3" paper. Use any

kind of paper.

3



Cut 30 pieces of string, each at least 12" long.

If you wish to make a transparency of Worksheet 6 for demon -
station purposes, a printed copy of it is included in the
appendixof this manual.

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Remind the 'children that in the previous lesson they talked
about such properties of objects-and sets of objects' as color,
thickness, hardnes's, etc.- Today they are going to read a
short story about two sisters who get into an argument about
properties.,

.

Have the children open their manuals to the story, '.'The Same
or Not the Same?" It follows Worksheet 5. Read the story
together with them. It introduces, some of the fundamental
ideas that will be investigated in this section and throughout
the unit. That is, under certain transformations, certain
properties change (measurable properties) and certain prop-
erties do not change (non-measurable-properties).

)

2:1
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THE SAME OR NOT THE SAME?

Greta and Irene were very excited. They were visiting their

grandfather in New York City and he was taking them downtown to

visit a giant balloon factory. The girls were excited abOut the bal-

loons because they were the ones used in the big Thanksgiving Day

parade every year. Greta and Irene had often watehed the parade orir

television in Minneapolis where they lived. They loved to see the

drum majorettes, the cloWns and jugglers,, the beautiful fairyland

floats and the live animals and, of course, Santa Claus. But

best of all were the giant balloons. There were ballopns bf many

famous cartoon characters like Superman, Donald Duck, Mickey

Mouse and Popeye. Some of the balloons reached to the very tops

of the apartment-buildings. rhey had seen all of this on television,

and now they were going to see the real balloons at last!-

"You girls are very lucky," the man at the factory said; "We

usually keep the balloons flattened out and stored away in huge

cartons all year. But Mickey Mouse is badly in need of repair and

we've got hint all blown up ,in" our big warehouse."

The girls and their grandfather eagerly followed the balloon

man into the warehouse. As they entered the huge room they were

amazed tol.see a gigantic Mickey Mouse looming high above their

heads and reaching alrnost to the top of the five-story roof. Greta

and Irene both exclaimed "Wow!" They just couldn't believe how

large the Mickey Mouse balloon really was.

"We're trying to find a couple of leaks," the man told them.

"And we're also touching up some of the colors so he'll look just

like our original Mickey Mouse statue over here." The girls looked

at the table where the man had pointed. On the table was a small
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statue of Mickey Mouse, abotlt two feet high.

"That statue is funny," said Irene. "It's just like the big

balloon."

"Oh no," argued Greta. "The Mickey Mouse balloon is com-

pletely different from this little statue. Can't you see that, silly? "

"Now wait just a minute, t.'.interru'Ated Grandfather. "I guess

they're the same, but different too! "

Greta and Irene stoppeearguing. They both looked ppzzled.

*WHO WAS RIGHT? GRETA, IRENE OR GRANDFATHER?

WHAT.PROPERTIES WERE THE SAME ABOUT. THE MICKEY

MOUSE STATUE AND THE BALLOON?.

*WHAT PROPERTIES WERE DIFFERENT?'



1.

After you have finiShed reading the story, discuss the ques-
tions at the end. Since these questions are meant to be open-
ended, accept all suggestions that the children give. At the
beginning of Section 3, you will refer to this story and give
the children an opportunity to answer the questions in more
detail,

Tell the children that in this and the next few lessons, they
will be ihvestigating some of the types of properties the
Grandfather in the story meant when he said that the statue of
Mickey Mouse and the balloon of Mickey Mouse were the
'same, but also different. "C>

Activity B

Review the following measurement ideas. All of them have
been used in previous MINNEMAST units, especially Units 12,

16, 21, 22, 24, 25 and 26.

- 1. The "appears to equal" sign
When we measure lengths, widths, areas, weights; etc. ,

we get only an approximate measurement, so instead of
using the equal sigh, we use the. "appears to equal"
sign. For example, "tfie length of the desk 1 5 feet."

-Since it mayactually. measure 5.0000012 feet, it is in-
correct to say that the length = 5 feet.

2. Length or distance measurements
The children shouldn't have much trouble measuring line
segments. However, they may not remember how to
measure the distanCe around a circle. JIou may want to
give the children time to think of a way to do it. One
possible method is to lay a string along a circle, mark
the circumference with a pencil and then lay the straight-
ened string' along a ruler.

3V
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3. Mag of angles ..

The children were introduced t&the standard protractor
in Unit 26, What Are Things Made Of? , pp. 172-178.
The children will be using theif protractors from Unit 26
throughout this unit. Review.the ideas according to the
needs of your class.

4. Area
Children i the MINNEMAST program have not actually
measured rea since first grade in Unit 12, Measurement
with Re rence Units. Therefore, .you may need to Spend
more t e reviewing this notion than you spend on other
measu ement ideas.

Below is a possible sequence of ideas you may want to
follow when discussing area with your class.

Area was defined in Units 5 and I 2 as the "size of a
region on a surface bounded by a simple closed curve."
For example, the size of the region bounded by the edges:
of this page fis called the. area of this page.

- Have the children look at the transparent grid on Work-
, sheet 6. To find Worksheet 6, have them turn to the back

of their manuals. Give each- child a piece of paper that
measures 5i" x 3". Ask them ho"lheir grid could be used
to measure the area of the piece of paper. (They could put
the grid over the paper and count the number of grid squares
it takes to cover the piece of paper.) Have them do this.

LI
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They` will soon discover that
some of the grid squares fall
only partly on the paper. Sug=-
gest that they,use the followings
rule: "Count a grid square if its
center falls. '41 the region to be
measured. The dots in the cen-
ters of the grid squares can help
decide." Tell the children to try
to get as many whole "quares as
possible ciao the surfaq they
are measuring.

If the children have difficulty
using their transparent grid sheet
make -a transparency of Worksheet
'6. Use the overhead projector, and
illustrate the measuring process
for the children.

4,

In this example, 15 of
the dots fall completely
in the region to be mea-
sured and 3 dots are on
the boundary. In this
case, the children should
see that two half squares
make one whole -square,
therefore, thegarea of
this region is 16* square-
units.
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- Rather than call the units "square units.," ask the chil-
dren what else they might be called. Have them measure

' the dimensions of the grid squares With their rulers. They
should see that the squares -Measure 1" x 1". Suggest
that the square units be called "square inches."

You may wont to give the children a chance to practice
making measurements with their transparent grid's. First:,
have them complete Worksheet 7 and then let. them measure
the surface area of several objects in the classroom. They
can record their measurements on Worksheet 8. Suggest°
that they measure the area of some circular or "curved"
regions, such as `the cover of ajar, a closed curve drawn

"- "'on the chalkboard, etc.

Works
Volt

Mess re thi reKtons.
fir r the.rtite:

Name

Sountl'a square If Its tenter faits
mithIn the area to he measured.

.._..L .guars units

squ
unit 1,, square units

28 a
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Worksheet 8
Unl t 21 Name

Area Record 6.reet

The area of !itches.

The area of

.8--
The area of

square Inches.

square In-ehet:.

The prea or s :Aare Inches.

4

The area of = square Inches.

The area of square tnches.

The area of 6 square Inches.

1

The area,of square Inches..

a square Inches.

square Inches.

. 3 :D
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worksheet 9
init 221 Name

a Ftnd the measurable properties of this

* Length of sides

side AB i Jr Inches

side 1g" / y inches

aide AC l5 Inches

Mag of angles

angle A

angle 11 ; 146 degrees

angle C _IL...degrees

* Area :

iS

square inches

triangle.

;)

Worksheet 11
Lnit 28

ci

Name

- height

(1) width

11

Thelleight of the face., .5 inches.

The width of. the face inches,

The area of the face . Inches

/

The distance around the fhce inches.

Y.

worksheet 10'

Unit 26

I'

'16

Name

C

Length of each side 2 Inches.

Mktg of each angle 1.22P-degrees.

D

Area of the square 4 .7
square inches.

it

Thedistarice around the circle (the circumference) I,

Thellitance across the circte through the middle .

(diameter)

The area of the circular region i.--7:--square Inches.

40'

Activity C

Have the children complete Work- ,
sheets 9, 10 and 11. They will
need a standard protjactOr(frinii
Unit 26), a ruler, a piece, Of string
(at least 12" long) and the trans-
parent grid (Worksheet 6)-.
cuss' their answers whet-4'11-1v have
finisi?ed their worksheets. .

,

The measurement -ideas and devides
revidwed in this lesson wilr beused.
extensively't.hroughou't the rest of .\\

the unit; therefore, have the chil-
dren save the4, string: protractors,"
rulers and grids for later use: You
may want them to keep their mea-
uring devices' together in a folder.

29
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Less'on 3: MEASURABLE PROPERTIES'oi' 3-DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS

The purpose of this lesson is:`
I

to study some of the measurable 3roPerties of a cube and a
sphere, such as surface area, Circumference, mag of
angles on a cube and volume.

MATERIALS

-'30 pairs of scissors 4

, .

- transparent tape- (as many rolls as possible,

1 measuring pup, filled with sand

- Measuring devices from Lessen 2' (protractor,
and transparent.drid)

30 balls (assortment of different sizes, from
basketballs), I pei child

- Worksheets 12 - 15

PROCEDURE

Activity A

up to 30)

ruler,%tring,.
golf balls'to

Briefly review some of the properties the children me'asured in
lessons 2, such as lengthjdistance), area-and mag. These
were all properties of figures drawn on a flat surface. Tell
the children that today they are going to investigate some of

the measurable properties of objects that are not "flat" --
objects that have length, width and height like a box or
a ball.

.
Each child, will need scissors and a few pieces Of trans-
parent tape. Mk the children to tear out Workheet 12 and

follow the accompanying instructions to `construct the Oube.
To find both pages of Worksheet 12, tell the dhildren to
turn to the back of their manuals.

When the children have constructed their cubes, have them
take out theii measuring devices from LesAorC2 (protractor;
ruler, string and transparent.grid). Then.'they should complete
Worksheet 13. Disctiss their answers with them. Some child
may see that pn easy way to find the total surface area of the

4 ZA
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cu e is to find the area of one.
fac .a:nd.then multiply that by
the number of faces (2 x2 7,-= 4;
6 x 4 = 24 square inches).

In discussing the last question
.. on Worksheet 1 3, "What other

w

properties of the cube could you
. measurC"zsome possibilities .

are its volume...(capacity) and its
weight. One way to measure the
volume of the cube is to 'tape
completely the edges of one cube,
except for a lid face. Then pour.'
sand into the cube. Ivleasure
the amount of sand used by pour-
ing the sand out of the cube into
a measuring cup. Another method
would lie water displacement
but this would be more difficult.

- Ask the- children to save their
cubes. will be used again
in Les scin S.

aorksheet .12. cont'd.
Cul t 28

1. Cut, out the figure along' the dot led !foes.

C

2. Fold along the.darker lines.

3. Tuck In the tabs.

4. Tape the tabs shut.

5. You should have a box icubel ahesiyousire
finished.

t

Worksheet 13
Unit 28 Name

Measurable Properties of a Cube,

I.oq at the cube you made.
The surface area of the cube = 2 7 square inches.

Find corner A. Measure the distance fiotil to B
to F t(7;b to A., The total distance= 1)

Measure the gua s at the corners of your cube.
Each angle a, b degrees..

.

What ojher properties of your cube could you
weasure? t

7
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Activity B

Review with the children some of the properties they measured

of their cubes: surface _area ,. distance arourid, mag of angles,
volume and weight. Then holcl, up a ball. Ask-the class what

properties of the ball they could measure and how they would

measure them. list their ideas, on the chalkboird.

Then have them complete Worksheet 15_ To, complete this
worksheet, they must actually measurethecircumferehce, the
surface area arid the vdiUme-o- fa bald. On -the reduced work-
sheet are sample answers for a child who has a. softball. To
answer the last quegtione the child must decrde which kinds -

of bills are -sm'aller.arid larger,.than'hisiball.
14*,

.

32
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orksheet 15
L'nIt 26 't Name

e . .
Z. ... v

,

'cleasdrable Vroperties of a Sphrre

a
---

....
Kind of bale, Sla fit irdi _6a- 51)

e

-.The, distance around (circumference] of my ball
. .
; .

The surfabe ovrei of my billilLseuare Inches.

The-%olume of ae....ba)1 when it Is enmpared to the,
other balls:

41.

; voltse

< volume or / ball..

*y,

a
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Listed below are possible ways the children could make these
measurements.

I. ,Circumference (distance around)
The children could use a string to measure the circumfer-
ence. Wrap the string around the ball at its "widest"
part and then measure the length of the string with a. ruler.

- 2. Surface area
Worksheet 14 is a
page of inch squares.
These squares should
be cut out and taped
on =half of each
sphere. The total
surface area, of the
ball can 'then be
computed by multi-

-plying by two the
number of squares
us ed.

4

4

When the children do this-activity,
they-will soon` see that the inch
squares need to\be "folded" or
"pushed together" in order to con-
form, to the spherical surface of
the ball. (The smaller the ball
is, the better.)

33



This is an important experience for thechildren, since later
in this unit they will encounter the reverse of this situation
when they try to flatten the surface of a sphere. They will

find that this cannot be done without "stretching" the spheri-

cal surface.

Children with similar balls may. want to compare their surface

area measurements. For some of the balls, area measurement

may vary by as much.as two square inches or more, depending

on the amount of overlapping and gaps. The children should

be able to make approximate measurements even with this

rather crude measuring device.

3. Volume
At this point, a comparative measurement of volume is

all that is necessary. This could be done by lining up

the balls on a demonstration table according to "size."
The children could write on their data sheet, Worksheet,
15, where their ball stands in relation to the other balli.

After the children- have completed Worksheet 15, discuss their

. answers with th.em.

Finally; review some of the propertieS the class has measured

in the- last two lessons: length (or distance), pea, mag,
volume and perhaps weighty Remind the children of the differ-

ent figures with which they worked - triangle, square, cube,
circle, face, sphere. Then ask them to try to think of some

.properties of these figures that are not measurable properties.

Tell thern-tuthink_about this for the next leSson.

Save the cubes and spheres for Lesson 5.

34



Lesson 4: NON-MEASURABLE PROPERTIES OF 2-DIMENSIONAL FIGURES

The purpose of this lesson is:

- to study two of the non-measurable properties of 2-dimen-
sional figures. These two non-measurable properties are
order and "boundedness."

MATERIALS

- cray6ns
story, "The Education of Peter von Hahgg," part 2 (pro-
vided in this lesson and also in the- Student Manuals)

- Worksheets 16 - 23

PROCEDURE

Activity A

worksheet 16
!Silt 28 N11G,C

Bs

A

AJ

Ask the children to turn to
Iniaksheet 16. They will
probably recognize the-se
figures as the same ones
they looked at in Lesson 2
(Worksheets 9, 10 and II) , when
they were .looking for "measurable
properties. Ask therri if they can
think of any properties thes,e
figures have other than such
measurable properties as width,
length (distance), area and,mag
of angles. Accept all reasonable
responses and list them on the
chalkboard. Although such non-
measurable properties as order
and boundedness are intuitively
obvious, the children may have
difficulty verbalizing them. This
is to be expeqted.

After the children have had an
opportunity to think about non-

35



measurable properties of the figures on Worksheet 16, have

them turn to the second installment of. "The Education of

Peter- von Hahgg. " It follows Worksheet 16 in the Student

Manual. In the story, Peter and Henry have to think about

the order of points on a curve as a non-measurable property.

Another character, Ho Hum Bug, helps them and the children
visualiie the order of the points as being a constant; that
is, the order Of the point's remains the same no matter where

the observer stands.

36
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THE EDUCATION OF PETER. VON HAHGG

Part 2

-,-;?,--

It was very, very late in the morning, but Peter von Hahgg
was still snoring soundly in hii corn crib. He probably would

have slept the whole day through, except that the Saturday sun-
,shine, flashing in through the slats, hit him in the eyes and

awakened him. Rolling out of bed and rubbing his eyes, he.ex-
claimed, "I'd better get Moving if I want to get anything done
today!"

He threw on his clothes and washed his face and it was
while he was brushing his teeth that he remembered what it was
he wanted to do that day. He wanted to go over to the "library

and read up on "things mathematical.." Peter was a bit weary of
hearing Henry tell about what,he was studying at Little Red School.
He had decided that with a little study here, a little more reading

there, he could out-distance Henry and perhaps teach him a thing
or three.

37
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As he hung up his toothbrush, 'Peter thought to himself, "I

just hope I don't run into Henry before I get a Chance to go to the

library." But, just as Peter came rushing out of the corn crib, he

bumped smack into Henry.

"Oh, hi, Henry," gulped Peter, as his hopes,went into a

downward spiral. -

"Hi, Peter," replied Henry. "I was just coming to get you

up and,ask you to help me with my homework. Well, actually,

it's not so much.homework. Our teacher, Mr. Picaresque, just

told us to think,about.a few ,things over tire weekend, and I need

a little help with the thinking."

"Oh sure," answered Peter, "I'd be glad to help. What's

up?"

"Yesterday afternoon in class we talked about measurable

properties you know what that means. Properties like width

and length and area are measurable," explained Henry.

"Oh yeah, I know all about that stuff," replied Peter casu-

ally. (Actually, he didn't know all about it, but he knew enough

to get by.)

"Most everything has measurable properties," continued

Henry: "A piece of paper has a length and a width and an area

and its angles have mags, and you can meakIre all those things."

"Yes, yes, I really do understand," said Peter impatiently.

"So' what are we supposed to think about anyway?"

"Non-measurable properties," answered Henry.

"NON-measurable" properties?" asked Peter. "I'm not sure

I know what you mean."



r

"Neither do I. That's why we have to think about it," replied
Henry.

"Oh. Well."

Then he said,

,measurable means.

be measured'with a

Right?"

said Peter. That's all he could think of to say.

"Maybe we shoulii-try to figure out what non-
- 1_

I suppose, it must`mean a, property that can't
ruler or a protractor or a cloak or any. device.

"'That sounds pretty good to me," said Henry, wishing he had
- thought of it first.

"Do you have something we could study for its non-measur-
'able properties?" asked Peter.

"Let me draw some- of the figures we looked at yesterday in
class," said Henry. "We looked at their measdrable properties,
but Mr. Picaresque told. us that they'have some/non-measurable
properties, too." Picking up a 'stick, he drew four figures in the
dirt.

C

"What do all the letters stand for?" asked-Peter.

"Beats me," answered Henry. "But they were on the pic-
tures. They might have something to do with non-measurable
properties."

r0 V. 39
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Peter von Hahgg putkered up his snout and peered at the'

drawings, then he gazed at his front hooves as.he always did

when he thought deeply. After that he uncurled and recoiled his

tail once or twice, but despite all these efforts, he was unable

to see any NON-measurable 'properties.

At that moment, Peter glanced up and saw a most peculiar

bug fluttering_ in.his direction. The bug, in addition to the-usual

number of ilegs_and wings and feelers that you find on any bug,

had an extraordinarily intricate and colorful design which began

on his head and covered his body, but faded into insignificance

at his tail. The design swooped and curved and curled except

= when it reached hTtail, of course, Where-it stopped and left you

somewhat dangling. The colors azure, emerald green and ruby

red, topaze and arfiber and deep, deep violet shimmered and

glowed in the late morning sun. The bug drifted lazily on the

\breeze, over to Henry and Peter, where he alighted on Henry's

s*loulder..

\ "Good morning, gents," said the bug.

'Good morning," replied Peter. "You're a very beautiful

bug, mo t of you anyway. I'm curious to know why your design

stops when it gets to your tail."

"Oh that," 'said the bug, yawning and stretching his legs.

"Ho-hum....I just never had the energy to finish the design."

"I should like to know,

IWe=neverof a bug you are.

before."

" said Henry cautiously, "what kind

seen the likes of you in these parts

"Oh,, my name it Ho Hum, yes Ho Hum Bug, at 'your:service, "

answered the exotic, sleepy little bug.

tr,



ell," said Peter, "so long as you are at our service,

perhaps you can tell us what the non-measurable properties of

these figures are." And he pointed to the figures that Henry had

drawn in the dirt.

"Certainly," said Ho Hum Bug, shrugging his shoulders.*

"Watch me." And he fluttered down and began walking around the

first figure, the triangle.

"You notice, fellows, that as I walk, I begin at Point A,

then I move towards and through Point B and from ther.e on to Point

C. That's the order of my walk moving from Point A to; Point B

to Point C. And as long as I keep moving in the same direction,

the order of the points I go through is always the same B,

C. And the order of these points is a non-measurable prOperty."

r,
ti
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"Well," said Henry, to whom this explanation seemed awfully

simple, "what about if I stand -on the other side of you and the tri-

angle? As I look doWn at you moving, you are going from my right

to my.left..."

".But as.I look at him, he's going from,,my left to my right,".

interrupted Peter. "I don't see that That has anything to do with

the order of the points on the triangle.."

"/But if I go ,stand on the other side andi watch Ho Hum Bug

or.

move through the points-, won't that change th4ir order?" asked

Henry..

"Try it," -said Ho Hum Bug.' "Try it and see::
.7

So Henry walked around to the other /side of the triangle,

and Ho Hum kept crawling around fhe triangle and as" he crawled,

he still moved thlough the points in the order A, B and G.

"Why don't you.try standing on yOurAead, Henry?" sUg-
,

gested,'Peter. "Perhaps that will change the order of the points.. "

So Henry tried standing on his head, but even then, Ho Hun)

continued to 'hove through the points in the order A, B and C.

"You see, Henry," explained Ho Hum; "it doesn't make' any

difference'at all where or how you are standing. It doesn't make
7

any difference at all if you' pick up the triangle and me and move

us to the other side of the earth,. There will always-be an order to

the points on this triangle and what's,important are those points

and me. You've got to try to.imagine wha it's, like to be me, moving

through he points."

"00ohhh....I think I finally understand what you mean,':

said Henry. "For exani5le, it's a property of Peter's face that his

eyes are between his nose and his ears. But you can't measure
111

that, it's a non-Measurable .property. "
g
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"Precisely," murmured Ho Hum Bug. "Now that you seem

to see the light, I'll be off. I've got a long way, to go yet today."
-

So saying, the exuisite little bug drifted away:.and Peter

and Henry watched him until he wad no more than an iridescent

gleam in their e'yes.

-'then Peter turned to

4,

genry and said, ".That was very in-
\ ie ,,

in-

teresting, wasn't it, when Ho Hum said that we have to imagine
' \ , 4

what It;fs, ..like to be him moving through the points."
.... .;

,

.
"Ye's-at was," answered enry. "I've never before thought

what it must be like to be in som one else's shoes." r

1'
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Worksheet t7
knit 28 Xar

Ho Hoc Bog started +rarlln¢ along' the rune at
p1,11'1 Sett he .asie to point F. tie kept er.n.liniz.

in the took dire. two. 3111 rai.fel .11 file um, 1)4k k

to point A

Wylie the order tlo Ikea rent ihrointh the
0

.

L

14.1

Worksheet 19
Lott 28 Nam:

Look at the ..-.1-+es on liorkheets 17 nerd 18.

rOrpare the sursec to each-other.

Are the .une, the .ame or different?.._

It you mud the vats:, tell lam they are the same.

=cp.- Jp4c /2.a.±z

176 se e

If you-sald:different,-- -tell-how they are- different.

f-Ae c-te ee, os,
iata 74:e4:

44
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uorksheet ift
intt,28

p Ho Item Hug started tat
point A.

li

Next he came to pOint F.

lie kept erzo.linc In the
same direction.

tlrite,the order Ito Hum

t
_went thVOUgh the points.

I A 1-- :

\ : ......E

. 0

Q
.

I)

14 .. K .

1/4-) : 3' .
It

When the children have
finished reading the story,
have them do Worksheets
17, 18 and 19. Then dis-
cuss order as a non-mea-
surable property of the
figures on Worksheet 16.

V



Activity B

Have the children complete Worksheets 20 through 23. They
will need their crayons for Worksheets .21 and 23. When they
are finished, ha'e them took again at Worksheet. 20*., Ask'
them if they can chink of another non-measurable property
These figures have. Eventually, the children shOuld see .
that these figures have the property of separating an.insidth
region from an'outside reg.i.On. This is called the pi-operty of
"boundednes$-.41

aoris..hvrf 20

'nit 2$ Narm

aorksheet 21
Wit 28

Look at liorkshc..t 20.

Name

Color red the boundary that separates Ito Hum from

the othee bugs.

cow blue the boundary that separates 'Sal& from

the other bugs.

Color Oscar's boundary green.

Color Opal's boundary black.

the regions that are inside boundaries

Color pink the region that Is outside the boundaries.

Ho. rally regions are there?
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viorkshrt -22
tvz r'28

a t uorki!ert 20

tePCIng me2 houndor..*Ithout

%mit Nu nue .1It

..11 1r 11
In itu t..t ormr. Al0

.1.11

VS Tel .,c':40,2tetleaggtel

h t. bur, lie to the

1k. Kra Rule

It 4 b11.1 to* one .l.ne xn region to

'other plae. without' ..tepping obey

the thu.e 1.0 plae. ,re In the ,AMO re lot.

46
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tturkheet 23*tit hare

.
Le 110 MS'S Rule to find out if lb Bun and Maggie

are in the saoe region. Are they? y65

tutor red the region inside the beundary.

Are llb llura and Maggie inside the lbundare?
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Lesson 5: NON-MEASURABLE PROPERTIES OF A CUJIBt AND A,SPHERE

The purpOse of this lesson is:

to study two non-measurable properties of a cube and a
sphere. These two properties are order and "boundedness."

In studying both the cube and the sphere, the children dis-
cover what happens-to the inside and outside spaces when the
boundedness property is changed: These ideas will be im-
portant when they begin'to study transformations in Section 2.

MATERIALS

30 cubes (frOrn Lesson 3)

crayons

felt tip pen or grease pencil

1 'ball (any size, preferably volleyball size)

- 1 balloon

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Review the two non-measurable properties that were introduced
in Lesson 4 order and boundedness. Then ask the children
to take out the cubes they made in Lesson 3. Ask them if they
think order is a property that their cubes might have and have
them give reasons for their answers. To illUstrate that order
is a property of their cubes, have them color corner A red,
corner B blue, corner F green, and corner G yellow. The chil-,
dren should see that no,matter where they hold the cube (be-
hingl ttem, below them,, corner A (red) is still located
between corner B (blue) and corner G (yellow).

Some child might also suggest that the edges or the faces are
in a particular order. You could label the faces 1 through 6,
as on a die, and obServe that opposite sides remain opposite,
no matter how the cube is oriented or viewed. Give the chil-
dren time to discover for themselves that the order remains
the same no 'matter where the .cube is held in spade.

47
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Ask the children if they think their cubes have the property of

boundedness. They should see that the surface of the cube
acts as a boundary, separating the space inside the cube from
the space outside the cube (that is, if one ignores the openings
betWeen edges that are not taped securely).

Suggest that the children, think of the classroom as a huge box
with the walls, ceiling and floor of the roori\ as ,a boundary
separating the space outside the room from ttte space inside
the room. Ask them what would happen to the\ space inside
the classroom if someone opened the door. Re irid the chil-
dren of Ho Hum's Rule. To illustrate the rule, aveone child
stand in the hall and another stand at the front o the class=,.
room.

According to"1-3o Hum's Rule (adapted to 31:limensional Space),
if two bugs (or' people) can get from one plade in a region to
another place, without going through a boundary, those two
places are in the same region. With the door open, the child
in the hall can reach the child in the room without going through

a boundary. Therefore, they must both be in the same region
when the dOor is open, even though it may seem that the two
children are in separate regions.

0
The children should realize that by opening the door, the
boundedness property of the classrooM was changed. The
space inside the room is no longer separated from the space
outside the room.

Activity B

Gather the children around a demonstration table. With a felt
tip pentor a grease pencil, draw a circumference around a ball.
Label points on the circumference. Discuss with the, class the
order of the points as. a property of the ball that does not cha'nge

when the location of the ball is Changed.

4 8



Discuss the boundedness of the ball in terms of the surface of
the ball as a boundary that separates the space inside the ball
from the space outside the ball.

Next,. blow up a balloon. Hold the neck of the balloon closed
and discuss its boundedness property. Ask someone if he
would like to change the boundedness .property of the balloon.
The child will probably open the neck passage or he might poke
a hole in the balloon either way, the space inside the balloon
will no longer be separated from the space outside the balloon.

These ideaS will be important later in the unit when you begin
discussing which properties change under a transformation.
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,TRANSFORMATIONS.

In this section, the children are introduced to the idea of a
transformation. A transformation can be thought of as an
operation, real or imaginary, that changes a set from one
form into another form. The initial form of the set, before
the transformation, we shall call the "starting set" and the
final form, after,the transformation, we shall call the "end-
ing set."

Lesson 6 introduces the words "starting set," "change" and
"ending set." The children make their own examples of
these things by casting shadows of their hands on paper
and outlining them. They are asked to-think of the hand as
the starting set and its shadow as the ending set and to
compare the properties of the two sets.

In Lesson 7, the children investigate several interesting
transformations. These include, among others, making a
Mobius strip, opening a flip top can, melting an ice cube,
burning a candle, watching films of the metamorphoses of a
caterpillar into a butterfly and a tadpole into a frog.

In Lesson 8, the children begin to develop some notion of

what constitutes a "useful" ending set and which properties
must be retained under transformation and which properties
may change under transformation and still produce a "useful"
ending set. In this lesson, they-do-this-by-studying several
different checkerboards, actually playing checkers and mak-
ing their own checkerboards. They see that for this situation;
a "Useful" checkerboard is one on which they are able to
play checkers, no matter how odd the board may look at first
glance. They also discover that to produce such a "useful"
checkerboard, there must be one to one matching between
the starting set (standard checkerboard) and the ending set
(their special checkerboards) and that the non-:measurable
properties of boundedness, in-out and order must be retained,
while the measurable properties may change.

e!,

In Lesson 9, these ideas are developed further. In this les-
son, a "useful" ending set is defined as a "recognizable"
one, and the children learn that the non-measurable proper-

ties must be retained under transformation if a "recognizable"
ending set is to be produced.

A



You will see that as the children progress, through 'this s.ec-4
tion, their idea of what a transformation is narrows down.
They begin with the idea that there are many kinds of trans-
formations and then focus their attention o'q a special kihd.';
of transformation that produces a "useful" or "recognizable"-,
ending set. This kind of transformation occurs when the
non-measurable properties are retained under transformation
while the measurable properties may or may not change.
This is called a topological transformation, although the
children will not learn this term until later onh in Section 3.

a
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Lesson 6: TRANSFORMATIONS HANDS AND SHADOWS

The purposes of this lesson' are:

- to introduce the children to the terminology of "starting

set" and "ending set";

- to study which properties change and which properties do

not change when a "starting set" is transformed into an

"ending set."

MATERIALS

- I balloon (optional)

light source for casting shadows. (if the sun is not Shining,

use several_projectors- SuCli as a filmstrip projector, an
over lead projector, a film projector, etc.)

30 large sheets of paper such as newsprint

pencils

- Worksheets 24 - 29

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Briefly review some of the different properties discussed in

earlier lessons;such as measurable properties (length, area,

.etc.) And non-measurable properties (order and boundedness).

Tell the children that they will be using what they have

learned about properties to discover some properties that

change.

Review the balloon exercise from Lesson 5. Ask. the children

to think of the blown -up balloon as a "starting set." Explain
that the "change" would be to poke a hole in the balloon, and

that an "ending set" would be the deflated balloon. If the

children have difficulty visualizing this, you may want to do,

this, activity again with the balloon.

Ask the children what property of the "starting set" changed.

They will probably say its boundedness changed. By poking

a hole in the balloon you have changed the boundedness

6.



property because the rubber surface no 'longer bounds or
holds the air in the inside space. The inside space is ,no
longer separated from the outside space.

To further reinforce the ideas of "starting set," "change"
and "ending set, " draw the following sets on the chalkboard
and label them as shown. In each case, discuss_which-prop-.
erties changed from the "starting set" to the "ending. set."

starting set ending set

The' pr,operttes that changed from the "starting set" to the
"ending-set" include. shape, area and width.

starting set

Sr

ending set

In this example, the properties that changed from the "start-
ing set" to the "ending set" include boundedness, one to
one matching, order and shape, as well as such measurable
properties as area and length.

671
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.orkshest 24
Mit 2$ Name

Think of your hand as a starting set.

Describe the properties. of your left hand.

I. Number of f Inaera-

2. Order of (inters 1-4:1_111. tie(

ita111, e

3. Color of hand

4.

S. Surface area of one side A 13- /7 sq In.

6 Is there a boundary that separatei an Inside

region from an outside region? t(P5

What t it70,7 fef a 'Ater 4L.

bones

7. Shape. Drs. a soutil picture of your hand.

low
I

Thickness of hand= 1-

54

Activity B

Have The children open their
manuals to Worksheet 24. Tell
them that their left hand is going
to be their "starting set "'-and on
this worksheet theYare to de-
scribe the propertieS of their
"starting set." Qo through each
property with the children as
they fill in the appropriate in-
formation. Question 5 asks for
the surface area of one side of
their hands: To make this \meas-
urement, have /hem tear out. one
of the area grids, Worksheets 27,
28 and 29. (Incidentally, reduced-
copies of these worksheets are\
not included in this lesson. They
are exactly like Wotksheet 14; \\
see page 32.) They should lay
a hand on the grid, with their
fingers close together, and out-
line the hand. Remind them to

include as many whole squares as possible. By counting the

squares and parts of squares on the grid, the children should
be able to get an approximate area measurement, probably

from 13 to 17 square inches. The children should number the

squares as they count theta, asshown in the illustration below.

. .
xtk

Al) 0,

\P. 1\ .

9 1

. 6.
(f) -

3 .

.:
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When the children have completed Worksheet 24, tell them
that they are gOing to use shadows of their hands for their
"ending set.:' Then discuss the following procedure with
them. You may want to list this procedure on the chalkb9atd.

I. Each person gets a partner.

2. Each pair gets a large sheet of construction paper or
newsprint.

3. The class will go outside if the sun is shining. Otherwise,
they will use.projector equipment such-as an overhead pro-
jector, filmstrip projector, etc., inside the classroom.

4. Each child ill cast the shadow of his hand on the large
piece of paper while his partner outlines the shadow
with a felt tip pen.or a pencil. Then they will trade jobs

the second child will cast the shadow of his hand and
the first child will outline it. Tell the children that all
of their shadows do not have to 16ok alike. They should
label each shadow-casting with the proper child's name.,/

5. When they are finished outlining their hand shado'ws, the
children will return to the classroom and complete Work-
sheets 25 and 26.

Worksheet 25,

Unit 28 Name

4/Sae rs,z0;11 ry
Think of the shadow of your hand as an ending set.

Delcribe the properties of your hand's-shadow.

1. Number of fingers

2. Order of fingers

3. Color of shadow

4. Thickness of shadow

5. Surface area of shadow aq

6. Is there a boundary that separates An Inside

region from an outside reglop7 101'5

What is I t?. Otitti le 4" .gia' 544dCe42

4egaitZIGAL.J.Ailat
S;e4 eel/0 Al

7. Shape. Drew a small plettire of your hanCs

shadow.

Worksheet 26
Unit 28 Name

Look at the properties, of your starting set (your

left handl on Worksheet 24.

Look at the properties of your ending set (your

hand's shadow) on Worksheet 252\

Which properties changed from.the startin set to

the ending set?

SederS /://
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Ask the children whether they think the properties of their
"ending set" will be the same as the-properties of their
"starting set." Then proceed With the activity.

Be sure the Children understand that the actual shadow is

their "ending set" and that the outline they make is only a

record of the "ending set.", Emphasize this point as they do

this activity.

Question 5 on Worksheet 25 asks fdr the surface area of the

shadow. To make this measurement, the children can use
one of the surface grids provided (Workshe,ets 27, 2 and 29).
When discussing the answers on Worksheet 25, you may
want to have a protector set Li) for the children to, use to il-
lustrate their ideas. They would be especially helpful if

someone claims that the number of fingers has changed. It

is also helpful in showing how the order and. shape of the

hand have changed.

Other pi-operties that will change are:

I . Boundednes4
There will still be a boundary separating an inside region
from an outside region, but the kind of boundary .has
chavecl. "'This is a result of going from a 3-d1Mensional

. v
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object to a 2-dimensional surface. In the "starting set,"
the skin is the boundary and in the "ending, set," the
shadow outline is the boundary.

If the children have diffiCulty with these differences in
kinds of boundaries, the following analogy may help to
make it clearer.

In the balloon example, the surface of the balloon
separated the inside space from the outside space.
If a hole is poked in the balloon; the air inside the
balloon is no* longer separated from the air outside
the balloon. The skin of the hand separates the
inside region from the outside region. If the skin
is cut the flesh, bones, etc. inside the hand are
no longer separated from the outside.

Draw a boundary on the chalkboard.

Explain that this boufidary sepafates the region inside
(shade in the rggioninside the boundary) from the regOn
outside.

The outline of the hand's shadow acts as a boundary to
separate the inside from the outside. When we talk about
3-dimensional space, a surface serves as a boundary.
When we talk about 2- dimensional space, a closed curve
serves as a boundary.

2. Color ' , 0 At

The "starting set" (hand) could be bladk, brown, white,
.7,,, . ..

a

p
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yellow or red. The "ending set" (shadow) is a darker
shade of the .color of the surface on which it is cast.

discussing this question indoors, the children may
just look at their paper with the shadow outline on it
and say that the "ending set" is the color of the paper.
Remind them t4 at this is only a record of the "ending
set," Ask them what color the shadow Was.

3. Thickness
The "starting set" (hand) is abcut thick. The "ending
set", (shadow) has no thickness.

Surfaoskarea
This will vary depending on the size of the shadow out-
line. However, the "ending= set" could have the same
area; as the "starting set."

r.



Lesson 7: TRANSFORMATIONS MoBIUS STRIP AND OTHERS

The purposes of this lesson are:

4 to reinforce the notions of starting set and ending set;

to provide more practice in describing which properti#s
change dnd which do not change under a transformation.

MATERIALS. /

30 pieces of masking tape (approximately, 1" long)/

30 pairs of sciss.
crayons

.1,C711,1r.

L unopened-flip--top-eas soda pop comes in

a few sheets of paper

911 adhes

Monaich Butterfly Story, Encyc lopedia Britannica Film
:( Frog's Life, Coronet Film

f

- rtiealwbrrfLand beet e colony (optional)

t candle

1 ice cube _

Tinkertoys '(option

- 1,i/orksheets 30tand 31

PROCEDURE

Activity i

In this activity, the chi construct an /ending set that is
called a MObi Wtien they investigate which proper-__

ange from tile -starting sef;to the ending set, theyivill
be surprised to finciNthat thk nuTber of sUrfaaes-and the num-
ber o edges changes .unexpbctddly.
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Each child will need his manual, a scissors, a 1" piece of
tape, a ruler, and his crayons. Have the children turn to
V.'ork7heet 30. Go through the worksheet with them, giving
assistance when necessary. After they have answered the
,uestions at the bottom of Worksheet 30, have them-follow
the instructions on Worksheet 31. Yowthay want to demon-
strate for the children how to twist the strip before they try
it.

Aq.h.heeK xl
;It ZS

fl4 IFC rp:t.t .14r of page'

.1" g 11,e

r.o.c t,:eihrr Itise tht

Mt. I, .beir finf.

nlor ,,arr-o-pc rrl
4opor or-e ,prrie

Vtprritte, Iii y,utt .tort.,4 .et

irpottte 41,,ht,

2 *147h / t,hr.

1 Nqi,Ner _ 2- .

4 Vcifie r rol

worksheet 31

LOU 28 Name

Intape the ends of-your paper strip istartinu Sell.

Twist the strip In a half turn.

Retape the ends.

Now your strip should leek like this.

This ig your midi:lir get.

O

*)C Properties of your ending set.

1. Lenitth 4O Inches.

2. width = / inches.

3. Number of edees_4

4. Number of surfaccs__,/



After the children have retaped the ends, ask them how many
5,z-faces the strip has. They will probably say two. Then
ask them to crlor one of the surfaces black. The children
will discover that the strip now has only one surface. Ask
them ho.v many edges they think the strip has. (Answers may
vary; some children will probably not be so sure of their
instincts.) Tell them to make little tears in the edge, starting
at any point on the edge.

');

They should continue -making little tears along the edge in one
direction until they get back to the starting point. The chil-
dren will discover that the strip now has only one edge. Have
them answer the questions at the bottom of Worksheet 31.

Discuss what happened to the strip; i.e., by, twisting the
strip, they changed the property of the number of surfaces on
the strip and also the property of the' number of edges.

Ask the children what they think would happen to the strip if
they were to cut it down the middle. Most of the children
will probably say that the strip will become two pieces. Have
them cut down the middle of the strip.

"0111111

Ao^
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To their surprise, they will still have a. taped strip, all in
one piece. The children should check the number of surfaces
and edges again. They will discover that now there are two
surfaces and two edges. Ask them what prbperties of the
starting set changed when it was transformed into the ending
set. (Length and width.)

Activity B

In this activity, several other transformations ai:e described.
The examples embody the ideas about transformations that
were introduced in this lesson and the previous one. You
and the children Will probalzly think_of many more-exampi

of transformations.

As much as possible, use the actual equipment described to
.perform the transformations. then discuss what happened.
StresS the terms .

"starting set" and "ending set," and use the
words "change" and "transformation" interchangeably. Also

discuss which properties change and which are retained under
transformation. After each example, some of the properties
that change or are retained have been listed. Be sure to do
the first example described, because it reinforces the ideas
about boundedness that were discussed in Lesson 6.

1. starting set transformation ending set

open the can

flip top can flip top can
(c,los d) (open)

Discuss the ch nge in the boundedness property. Stress the
idea that the oda pop inside the can is no longer separated
from the outside region after the can-has been opened.



2. starting set. transformation ending set

burn the paper

piece.of paper pile of charcoal
(e."-c-%

From the-starting-settothe_endiri et, the properties that
nged include: shape , width, area ,

4-boundedness, etc.

3. starting set transformation ending set

ice cube melts .

ice cube puddleof -water

From the starting set to the ending set, the properties that
changed include: shape, boundedness, order, surface area,
etc. Properties that were retained include: amount of mate-
rial (volume).



4. starting set transformation ending set

`caterpillar
,74'"-N.0-4- ..-lo..-1214,z4/77,04 25-

64

metamorphosiS

2,,..*",.."."

Monarch butterfly

rf iv is possible, use the Encyclopedia Britannica Film,
Monarch Butterfly Story, which shows;this transformation
in slow motion.

S. starting set transformation ending set

tadpole

metamorphosis

frog

Use .the Coronet film, Frog's Life, to show this transforma-

tion.

r-
f
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st,:rung set transformation ending set

metamorphosis

- 3, F1r iLyclu_half_e_a_me.-1 twom_anri hppt1e r
your classroom (or borrow a colony from another classroom) ,

7. startinQ set transformation ending set

1())

candle burns

c indle burned-out candle

From the starting set to the ending set, the properties that
changed include: length, shape, width, one to one matching,
order, etc. Properties that did not change include: color
of wax.
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8. starting set transformation ending set

.

Fn.

From the starting set to the ending set,"-the-properties that
changed include order. rroperties

4

elude: measurable properties of the sticks, their color;
one to one' matching may or may not change.

,
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Lesson 8: TRANSFORMATIONS OF A CHECKERBOARD PATTERN

The pUrpcses of this-lesson are:

to investigate transformations by transforming checker-
board patterns;

to show the children that to produce a "useful" ending
set of a checkerboard, the ending set must retain:

I. a one to one correspondence with the elements of the
starting set;
2-.7-the s-arrie1Doundedness property the starting set has;
3. the original order of the distinguishing characteristics;
4. the "in-out" property, that is, what was inside the
boundary must remain inside and what was outside the
boundary must remain outside. (The term "in-out" property.
-is introduced-inithis lesson. -)

In Activity A, the children become familiar with the, game of
checkers and the checkerboard. In Activities Band C, the
children perform transformations upon the checkerboard pat-
terns. Therefore, you may want to do Activity A one day, and
Activities B and C the next.

MATERIALS

30 small plastic bags

I commercial checkers game (optional)

30 pairs of scissors
pencils

crayons

- construction paper, at least 10 sheets

- paste
4Worksheets 32 - 42

PREPARKTION

For Activity B, tear 30 pieces of paper that measure approxi.-
. mately 3" x 3" . Do not cut these on the paper cutter.

I
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PROCEDURE.

Activity- A

Have the children tear out Work-
sheet 32 (standard checkerboard
and checkers). To find Worksheet
32 tell them to turn to the back of
their manuals. They should cut
out the 24 checkers at the bottom
of the worksheet and label them
with their initials. Give each
child a small plastic bag in which
to keep his checkers and checker-
board.

Ask the children if they have ever
played checkers. Discuss how
their checkerboard and checkei-s
are different from the checker
sets with which they are familiar.
(Their checkerboard has black
and white regions; a regular
checkerboard has black and red
regions. Also, their checkers

are white circles and triangles, while regular checkers

are red and black circles.) If you have a commercial checker-
bdard in the classroom, let the children compare it to their

.checkerboards.

yell the children that they will be doing- some interesting ac-
tivities with checkers end checkerboards, but first, they must
become familiar with the rules of the game, which are given

below. Go through the rules with the class and then have the

children find partners with whom.to play the game. Since each

pair will 'need only one set of checkers and checkerboard, o_ ne

set should be put away for future use. If you have several
children who have never played checkers before, you may want

to pair them with students who are familiar with the game.

Rules for playing Checkers:

The main object of the game is to capture all of the opponent's
checkers. Each player moves his 'checkers toward his oppo'.
nent's beginning row.



.1

1. The players sit oppbsite each other.

2. Each player has 12 pieces called "men" or "checkers."
One player has12triangles, the other has 12 circles.

3. Each player arranges
his checkers on the

. black squares Of-the --
-first three rows.

4. Until it is crowned,
a checker may only
be moved forward
diagonally.

5. The checkers may only
be moved on the black

. squares.

6. When a checker reaches the beginning row on the oppo-
nent's side, it is crowned with a checker from those that
the opponent has captured, and thus becomeS a "king."

T. A king may be moved forward or-backward diagonally.

,E-0--

.

\
1

/,--
V ;v

o

--- "'"A./
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8. A checker may jump and
capture an opponent's
checker if it is on an
adjacent diagonal square
and the squar.e adjacerit
to the opponent's,/checker
is empty. See-diagram.
(More than one checker
can be captured at a
time.)

Here the circle "rrian"jumps three triangles in one move.
The circle becomes a king.i

Tell the children to plan their moves carefully in order to
put the other player in a dkensive position:

u u
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Activity B

Have the children take their checkerboards out of the plastic
bags. Give each child a piece of construction paper that
measures approximately 3" x 3". .

Ask the children to think of their chec,kerboard a's a starting
set. Tell them' you want them to dra,W 4n ending set of their
checkerboard on the piece of paperyou gave them. They -
must follow these rules:

They cannot use a ruler or a straightedge to draw their
ending sets. =

.

2. It must be possible to play a game of checkers dnlhe
ending following the standard 'rules , with the regular
number of chebkers (assuming th& the checkers would
be small enough to fit on the ending set).

With these rules in mind, the children should begin.' Some
children may hesitate, while others will begin quickly to
draw squares. In any .case, haveextra pieces of paper
available, for the children will probably discover that tb have
a usable cheokei-board, they need 8-regions x 8-regions al-
ternating black and white. That is; there must be ope (;0- one

matching of each region of the starting set to each region of
the ending set.(the same number of black regions and ;white
regions).. Also, the property of order must be retained from
the starting set to the ending set.

0" 70
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Ask the children to look at Worksheets 33 through 40. These \
worksheets show examples of different ending sets of a checker-
board. Ask the children if they can decide which ending sets
wbdld be useful as checkerboards; One way to decide would
be to try to play checkers on each checkerboard (ending set).
Suggest this if the children don't. Then let theni_find partner's
and play checkers. When they are finished playing checkers,
they should classify the different checkerboards (ending sets),
according to whether they are useful or non-useful ending sets.

/ They can record their results on Worksheet 41.
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worksheet 41

Record Sheet

gut out the ending ref's 31 the bottom of the froze,
t'kOrt. the* Ili the rer t ohm.

rot endtou sets
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Worksheet 42
toil 28 Sane_
Rase your partner help you answer these questions.

*What are the proptrties of the useful ending
sets,'

sta rt. n4 set C S*Ine ni,.nkr of Wac15
aruLaithAle_ _kte5lonc1.
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The "in-oot" proper cUctrist nse.
" What are the properties of t De non-useful

ending sets,
n

331-1{o.
.
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- .34 -1-3.1._Dpz. nob keep J. to 1.

M..e&kni_gfavitins_with startivia Set
(3,1 has too. few t- 37 has too :no n

s- white regions dent altep ate).
- Pegio4 that

the-. is no longer the- co red' order.

When the children have finished Worksheet 41, they should
try to figure out the properties of the-useful sets and also the
p-operties of the non-useful sets and record these properties
on Worksheet 42. While they are completing Worksheet 42,
remind them to look at their starting set (the standard checker-
board) so they can see which properties changed and which
properties did not change.

The reduced copy of Worksheet 42 contains ,more answeis and
deta.il than is expected from the children. However, these
answers should be helpful when you discuss Worksheets 33

through 42 with the Ci3SE..- You may want to write some of
theT on the chalkboa'rd. On the reduced copy. of Worksheet
42, the term "in-out" propirty is used for the first time. Use

this ter when you discuss Worksheet-40. Tell the children
the in-out property refers to whether br not what is inside the
boundary in the starting set remains inside the boundary in
the ending set and to whether or not what is outside the bound-
=try remains outsice. On Worksheet 40, the in-out property

8,



changed flom the :tariing arid because of this change,
the checkerboard is not a useful ending set.

Activity C: Checskerbo ,rd Contest

The purpose of this= contest is to give the.children an oppor-
tunity to construct their o,.vn transformations of their checker-
boards. Review with them the following. rules for a useful
ending set.

I. There must be one to one matching of each region of the
starting set to each'region of the ending set. (There
must be the same number of black regions and the same
number of white regions.)

The original order of the regions must be retained in the
ending set.

.
3. The original in-out property of the regions must be re-

tained in the ending set.

The Winner of the contest is, the child who creates the most
unusual'transformation of his checkerboard, while following
these rules.

8v
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Lesson 9: ONE TO ONE TRANSFORMATIONS

The purposes of this lesson are:

to 'show that non-measurable properties of a set must be
retained under a one to one transformation if the ending
set is to be recognizable. These properties include order;
boundedness and in-out;

to show that even if the measurable properties of a set
change, the ending set is still recognizable.

A one to one transformation is a transformation in which all
the elements (objects) of the starting set are retained in the
ending set. That is, the objects in the startimg set can be
matched one to one with the objects in the ending set.

MATERIALS

pencils

Worksheets 43 - 49

76

PROCEDURE ,

Have the children tear Worksheel
43 out of their manuals. Ask
them what the starting set is.
(A photograph of a boy.) Then
ask them what the ending set is.
(A drawing of the same boy.)"
Ask how they can tell that it is
a drawing of a boy and not, for
example, a drawing of an-apple,
or a truck, or a cat, etc The
children should see tha e
drawing has features si ear to
those of the starting set; such /:.`--

as two arms, two legs, two hands,
five fingers on each hand and a
body. These similar features are
also in a particular order; the
head and the legs are at opposite
ends,of the body, etc. The order



I6

of these features helps to make the drawing recognizable as
that of a "boy,"

remind the children that by keeping certain properties, thJy
were able, in the last lesson, to make ending sets ,(checker-
boards) that were useful for pla4ng.dheckers. Ask them what
they think would happen if theylire ending sets of the boy
that did not keep such properties .as order, boundedness, in-
out and one to one matching of the main features. 'Suggest,
that one way to find'out is to try making just such drawings.

Have the children turn to Worksheet 44. Tell them that on
this worksheet they should draw an ending set of the boy in
which trip features of the starting Set cannot be matched one
to one with the features of the ending set. You may have to

_reyte.w-brieflr what one to one matching of similar features
means: 2 eyes in theetarting set, :2-eyes in the--ending-set;
2 ears in the starting set, 2 ears in the ending'set. Examples
in which one to one matching is not retained are: 2 eyes in the
starting set, 4 eyes in the ending set; 2 ears in the starting
set, 0 ears in'the ending set. ._

When the children have, finished Worksheet 44, ask them if
they think their enclimi et is recognizable as a drawing of a
boy. (No, because boy don't have 3. eyes_ or 4 legs, etc.)
Have them turn to Works-h et 45. On this worksheet, they
should draw an ding Set \hat retains one to one matching
of all the main Patures of the starting set. But, they must'
change the order of the math features. Worksheets 46 and 47
shouldbe comMeted the same .way, except that on Work-

?sheet 46, the property of boiindedness should be changed and
,on Worksheet I47, the in-o0 property should be changed.
When the_children do Worksheet ask them to think of the
outline of the oy as the p6undaw'that separates the inside
region from th outside region.

1

When the children have.completed 'their drawings, have them
answer the qtlestions on Worksheet 48. Discuss what prop-
erties must be kept to produce a recognizable ending set of a
boy. (It must be a one to one transformation. The properties '
of order, boundedneS.s and in-out must be kept. These are all
non-measurable properties.) Ask the childrensWhether or not
they think it is necessary to keep all the measurable properties

S
14
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starting set ending set

Change the one to One matching of the main features.

starting set ending set

Chance the order of the main features.

6
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starting set ending set

Change the boundedness property.
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Change the in-ou property.
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to have a recognizable ending set. For example, does the
height of the boy in the ending set have to be the same as
the height of the boy in the starting set?

Have the children turn to Worksheet 49 and compare the prop-
erties of the starting set (the man at birth) to the properties
of the various ending sets (man at other stages of development).
Bring out the following ideas during the discussion:

I . Each ending set is a one to one transformation of the start-
ing set. That is, each of the main features of the ending
set can be matched one to one with its corresponding fea-
tures in the starting set.

(

2. In the ending sets, measurable properties such as height,
width and area have changed.

3. In the ending sets, non-measurable properties have been
retained. These properties include order, bourdedriess
and in-out.



Tell the childreh that in the next section, they will have a
chance to construct some one to one transformations in which
measurable properties change and non-measurable properties
are retained..

at.
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SECTION 3 TOPOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATIONS

In Section 3, the children study topological transformations
by- work-ing-w ith-a-veriety-of-matedal s-;---F orte ss on--1-0 ;you

will arrange different "rubber sheet activity stations" at
which the children get a chance to stretch, twist and bend
sheets of rubber on which different starting sets ave been
drawn. This is one way to make a transformation in which
the non-measurable properties are retained while the mea-,

surable properties change.

In Lesson 11, there are clay molding activities, where, with-
out cutting,. tearing N. overlapping the clay, the children
transform one figure into another figure. The first figure
constitutes the starting set and the last figtite, the ending
set: i
Lesson 12 introduces the term "topological transformation"
for those transformations in which measurable- properties
*change and non-measurable properties are retained. I this
lesson, the children use projection ecnAipment to make ti ns-

.

formations.,

In Lesson 1'3, the children see how a grid can be used to
transform a starting set into an-ending set. They also see
that a grid reference system can be used to describe a loca-

tion.

In Lesson 14, the children use a grid to transform one map

of the United States into another form of that map, andiee
that when a map is thus topologically transformed, it still
retains the properties of boundedness, in-out and order of
points, which produces a "useful" ending set'map.

-4 -
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Lesson 10: RUBBER SHEET TRANSFORMATIONS

The purposes of this lessbn
/

. -

to review briefly the ideas introduced in Section 2. These-
include one to one trinsformations and the prdperties of
boundedness, order and in-out;

/

to discover that stretching a rubber sheet is one way to
make a transformation in which non-measurable, properties
are retained and measurable prOpeities ale .changedf .

This lesson will probably require two or three class periods
to complete. In Activity A, the children read the :last in-
stallment of ii\The Education of Peter von Haligg.'" In ACtivity
B, they stretch, twist and bend different tubber sheets, at
ten afferent activity. stations which you will set up in ,ad-
vance (see PREPARATION). They also observe which proper-
ties change and which are retained from starting set to-ending
set. In Activity C, the students analyze the infdrmation they
gathered about the properties of the rubber sheet sets, and in
Activity D, they use their newly 44uired knowledge to answer
more fully. /he questions from the story, "The Same or Not the
Same? " in Lesson 2.

NIATERIALS

16 round balloons

2 rubber bands

I long balloon

I red felt tip pen

1 black felt tip pen

30 pairs of scissors

- 10 station labels -(see PREPARATION)'.

- pencils
30 rulers .

story, "The Education of Peter von Hahgg," part 3 (provided
in this lesson and also in the Student Manuals)

o

O n 4
4:47.

Mn
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rubber sheet activity booklets (in Student Manuals)

Worksheet 50

PREPARATION .

Before class, prepare the following'materials for the rubber
sheet activity stations. (You find that theseh.preparations
are very short and easy.)

.

Station 1 Cut a rubber band:Once. felt ;tip Pens, pui'
red dot near each end of the strip and a black dot
.betweeWthem. -`

0..

"

red
dot

black
_dot

red
dot

Station ;2 Cut a rectangular, rubber sheet,out of a rpund balloon::
-----r Make it as large as possible. With a ban pOint p,en

I .
; or a fine tip felt pen, draw a circle and. iabel poitnts

,

on, the rubber sheet, as shown. -v

tr. C .

f
1

4 I
St4tio 3 Cut a rectangular rubber sheet from anotherfOund

. balloon. Draw the folloWirig pattern on it

0°
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Station 4 Cut another rectangular rubber sheet from a round
balloorr. Draw the feillowing design on it.

Station 5 Draw a ling segment on a7long, rubber balloon.
Label points B, C and D.

5

Li Station 6 . Draw a circle on tensound balloons. Write X inside

4

Cut a rubber band once Tie four knots in it.

the circle.

-. statthiiT7

/
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Station 8 Cut a rectangular rubber sheet from a round balloon.
Draw angle TAK on it as shown.

Station 9 Cut a rectangular rubber sheet from another round
balloon. Draw a square on it.

Station10 Cut a rectangular rubber sheet from a round bal-
loon. Wilte the word "LOVE" on it, as shown.

LOVE

To make station labels, -cut out ten 5" x 4" pieces of paper
and write the numerals I through 10 on them. Place these
station labels around the room and put the proper rubber sheet
materials at the appropriate stations.

X30
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PROCEDURE
I-

Activity A

Have the children turn to the third and final installment of
"The Education of Peter von Hahgg." It follows Worksheet
49 in their manuals. Read it together and give their-an op-
portunity to answer the questions in the story.

ar

r

41.
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THE EDUCATION OF PETER VON HAHGG

Part 3

One evening,, right after supper but long before sunset,

Henry and Peter were ambling down the lane in search of adven-

ture. Peter had just finished reading Treasure Island that after-

noon, and he secretly hoped to stumble upon some buried treasure,

Or at least an old map pointing the way.

just as they reached the end of the lane, a shaggy brown

dog came loping up to Henry and said, ",Hello there, Henry, how

are you?"

"Why hello," said Henri, somewhat startled. "Do you

know me?"

"Of course I do," said the dog. "Don't you remember me?

Here, look," and he took oufhis wallet to show Henry a photo-

graph. "I used to live here on Hillendale Farm, when I was a pum

My name is Old Brown, but you called me Brownie, when j lived

here."

9D.



Henry squinted at the photo of Old Brown as a pup.
yes, of course," he exclaimed; "I do recognize you now!
great to see you Biownie!"

"Why

It's

--
"And it's good to be back," replied Old Brown. "Who's your

friend?"

"Oh, I beg your'pardon. This is Peter von Hahgg, Pig-in-
Chief of Hillendale Farm," said Henry, hastily making introductions.
"And Peter, this is an old friend of mine, Brownie Dog,- or as he says,
Old Brbwn."

"Pleased to meet'cha," said Peter.li

"The pleasure is mine," replied Old Brown.

"Well, Old Brown, what have you been doing since I saw
you last? Why did you leave Hillendale Farm?". asked Henry,
who was extremely curious to find out what had become of his old
friend.

"You remember I ran away from home as a young pup. I
wanted to see the rest of the world, or at least as much of it os
I could."

"And did you? asked Peter.

"I saw quite a lot," Old Brown said. "First I traveled
around this country and then I went to South America, all the way
down to Tierra del Fuego, where I worked for a while, herding
sheep. Then I'met the captain of a ship going north, so I became
a sea dog and eventually worked my way back here."

Peter .said nothing. He had only read about the places Old-,

13roWn had been to and It boggled his mind to think of traveling
that far alone.

r_
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"Wow!" exclaimed Henry. "I wish I would have run away

with you! But maybe, someday....anyway, Old. Brown, you must

have some pretty exciting stories to tell."

"I do, at that," replied Old Brown'.

"I can hardly believe it's really you," continutd.Henry. "If

you didn't have that old photo with you, I wouldn't even recognize

-you, you'Ve changed so much."

"We all do, Henry, m'bby, we all do," answered Old Brown.

"Yes," said Peter, who had finally found his voice. "It's

as if that photo were a starting set and Old Brown here is the end-

ing set."

"NOW, that'S very interesting, but what does it mean?"

asked Old Brown.

"Well, you know you started out one way, as the photo

shows, and you ended up another way as you are now. And in

between, there were lots of changes," Peter explained.

"Yes," said Henry, picking,up the thread of Peter's thought,

"you are still recognizable as a dog, even after all these years

and all your experiences."



"You don't say!" replied Old Brown, who was more-than a
little amused and even a bit intrigued by what Henry and Peter
were seying.

"Sire.," Peter said. "Ygur measurable properties have cer-
tainly changed. Look at that photo. You're a lot taller and longer
and heavier now theriyou were when you were a pup."

-"Viell,kyes, I've grown a lot .since then, haven't I? " Old
Brown remarked as he studied the photograph.

"But look, there are other *properties that haven't changed
at all," said Henry.

"Like" what?" asked Old Brown..

4.. Do YOU KNOW WHICH PROPERTIES HAVE NOT CHANGED? *

"Well, the order of features is still the same, and 'there's

one to one matching of the main features in the photo. with the main

features you have now," answered Henry. "Let me explain," he
continued. "In the Photo you havetwo ears, two eyes; one head,
one body, one tail, four legs and you still have the same num-

.

ber of features. That's one to one matching."

"I lost a couple of teeth in a dogfight once,." said Cild Brown.

"Well, that doesn't count," said Henry. "What's more, your

'features are still in the same order now as they are in the photo.

Your ears and eyes are on your head and your legs are attached to
your body and your tail is attached at the other end of your body

from your head. Your front-legs are still your front legs and your

back legs are still your back legs. At :east, I don't think they
have switched places!"

10 9k
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"No, I should say not," laughed Old Brown. "1-don't reckon
I could ever get used to a hind leg trading places with a front leg.
Or if my head changed places with my tent." .. N-;

"Another non measurable property that didn't change is
property of boundedness," said Peter. "And," he hastened to ex-
plain, "that's not as difficult to understand as it sounds. All it
means is that.your skin is still in one piece, as it was when you
were a pup. It's still whole; there have been no cuts .or breaks or
tears in it:"

"And along with that," added Henry, "your property of in-
out hasn't ;;:hanged from the photo to now. That means that what
was inside you when you were a,pup things like your stomach
and liver and heart and blood and bones and veins are still in-
side you. And things outside you like me are still outside
you."

"I think I understand what you're saying," said Old Brown.
sounds like you twofellows have been learning a lot in ,school

and reading a la of books."

"Yes, we haVe," replied Henry. "But," he continued, with
a far-away look in his eyes, "I'm sure there are other ways to
learn.that'are. just as good as school. I'll bet you know a lot of
interesting things that Peter and I don't know."

"Yes, that's so," answered Old Brown. "And I'll tell you
about my experiences sometime there will be plenty of time for
that. But right now, I'd like to have a good meal and then.agood
night's rest, I've traveled pretty far today."

"Of course," Henry said. "Let's head back to the farmhouse.
We have the whole summer ahead of us, when we can tell storios
and talk about the old days."

0
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The sun had already set and the birds ere going to sleep as

the three friends walked bac-k to-the farmhoas . Peter, excited by

the mystery and adventure that Old Brown seerh\ed to promise, re-
-

called his secret hopes of finding buried treasure. 'Say , Old Brown," .

he said, "did you ever find any buried. treasures anywhere ?"

"Nope, I'm afraid not," laughed Old Brown., "But, there are

places and there are friends that I'll never forget and that's a

treasure of sorts, don't you think?"

And Peter, thinking about it, nodded gravely.
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Actiy_sity, B. f . - 1 .4 15 * 0 4'

Ask the !ehtldie.ti.if they Can.think tf any method of.changing. .r .
a starting set. into an ending set that would change the mea-
surable properties retaining the non-meaurable prop-,erKes; If no one suggesis'4orking with balloons or rubber
sheets, showthem,a rubbet site7et.you preparecicfdf one.of the
eactiloity-itations, .-letl.them -that-Alley will all'have a chinde

r tscinvestigate some cif the properties of rubber sheet "designs ,"
before and after the rubber sheets.are stretched. Aldo. say
that you want them to find out 4ether theie,transforniations
change,or retain the non - measurable properties of the starting
sets. .

Divide the cies§ into groups of three each. Have everyone
tear the three rubber sheet data, pages out of their manuals.
(These fdllow the last installment of the story.). Holding
these three 'sheets of paperctdgether, they should fold the
top hell back ss that a booklet is _formed. Check to make
Sure that each child's data pages are in order and then staple
them along the fold.

I

Explain that there are ten stations located around the. class-
room. Each group will experiment with the materialg at each
station. Call on one group to demonstrate the following pro-
cedure.

I. Each group uses only one data booklet while investigating
the materials at the activity stations. When they are done
with all-of the stations, they can record the information in the
other booklets. Each group will also need one pencil and one
ruler.

2. Have the three children go to Station 2, for example. (The
rest of the class should look at their data sheet for Station 2.)

95
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Have ones of the ,children hold up thg rubber sheet at Station 2
and show.itto the class. They should recognize it as the
starting set pictli'red on their datdisheet for Station 2.

3. Explain that two children in each group are
bend or twist this rubber sheet but they cannot
or tearit. The third childshould ask them to "
holding the rubber sheet in its distorted state.
makes a sketch of this cnding set itik,the space
the data speet for Station 2. When be done,
sheet ShOld be put back)at the labeled'station
griup to use.

to stretch,
break, cut
freeze,"
He then

provided on
the rubber,.
for the pext

2, NOTE: At Statiorri6, where the children are asked tolplow up
a balloon, each group should use a, different balloon, f'or
sanitary reasOns. ,

. 1_.

4. Each group should answer the questions at.the bottom .of
each data page. The questions for each station are different-,
so remind,,tbem to read carefully. and answer-the questions
accurately. For some of the stations they are asked to mea-
sure the length of'the epding set. One child should use his
ruler to do this.

S. When they are done with each station, the group shouj,d
look for'a.free station. They should go to the free station
and repeat the procedure. It isn't necessary for them to do
the stations in any particular order.

6. At the next station the mtmbers within-each groug,should
s*itch jobs. _a

Wh-ep you think the class understands these directions, assign
/a group to each station and let them begin.

Activity ;C 44
After all the children have4wsferred the rubber sbeeCinfor-,
mation to their own data booklet , have their' open their
manuals to'Worksheet 50. On Worksheet 50, they record
which properties changed and which properties were retained
in each rubber sheet activity. .t3Do the first one or two exer-
cises with the children. They should refer to their data Book-
lets for the required infOrmatior. about each activity.

10
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Worksheet 50
Unit 215 Name -

Stut Ion
Propert les

that changed
A!

Properties that
did not change

i 111tA
I' leneyrki Order

2

' Siae- LA-440 r.
kin t i fad_ MIS

3 AKY\ a 43 boundecteNCf+5/ (0 r n du+)
4 cile, 111 -Out (or

bondecineSS)
5 ItAilth eder.
6

a re a' 111150-golidteL°re55)
T length \ order.
8 M a 9 \m-cier
9 Cire.Q. V 0 ndedne55

-clot-)_
10 ST2e 0 roler

Since the properties of in-out
and boundedness are so closely
related, some children may have
difficulty distinguishing between

)\Ve two. 'This is the distinction ,
the authors have made: When
you talk about a boundary that,
separates an inner region from
an 'outer region, you are talking
about the boundedness property;
when you talk, about the location
of some element as being'inside
or outside of some boundary, you
are talking about the in-out prop-"
erty. However, if the children
do not always make this distinc-,
tion, don't, press the pdint:. Ac-
cepta either "in-out" or "bounded-
ness" as answers on Worksheet
50. *

When all the children have com-
pleted Worksheet 50, disduss
their answers with them. Ask the

children i, they can see any relationShip between the properties
that changed for each rubber sheet activity. Someone will
probably notice that the properties that Changed are all mea-
surable properties and the properties that did not change are
all non-measurable properties. Be sure td poiit out that by
stretching, twisting or bending the rubber sheets, they were
able to transform starting sets into ending sets that retained
nori-measurable properties and did not retain measurable prop- .
erties.

Use one of the rubber sheets to demonstrate what would happen
if it were cut or`tord.

starting set

1,0

r,
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In the example on the previous page, the boundedness prop-
erty has changed.. The boundary is not connected the way it
was in the starting set. Point F can be reached-from point E
withbut crossing the otigihal boundary.

or

4,

In this ex
out have

\
mpfe, ,the properties of order, boundedness and in-
habged. -)

In this discussion, stress that tearing, ,cutting or breaking
would change the non-measurable properties as well as the
measurable These ideas will be developed° in
greater detai the children progress thr2ugh the'rest of
this unit; therefor , do no't be_too-concerned if all the chill
dren do not:un s nd them at'this goint.

Activity D

Ask the children if they remember the story they read earlier
about thetwo girls named Greta and Irene_and the arguhient
theyhad. !lead the siory.to tftclass again (P."22-4,and dis-
cuss the arswers to the questions, .using the ideas the chil-
dre have studied. The non-measurable properties orthe end-
ing set (the Mickey Mouse balloon) were not changed from thei
starting set (the Mickey Mouse statiie). That is what is the
same about the two figures. The measurable properties, sow-
ever, changed from the starting set to the enditig set arid that
is what is different about the two figures.

#
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Lesson I I: CLAY TRANSFORMATIONS

The purpose of-this lesson is:

"to help the children discover that if they remold a clay
figure (starting set)' without cutting or overlapping the clay,
the ending set keeps the nor- measurable properties, while
some of the,measurable properties are changed.

MATERIALS

one-half stick of clay for each child
30 paper clips

- __enough newspaperto,coverdesk tops

measurement devices from earlier lessons (ruler, protractor,
string, inch grid)

Worksheets 51 - 53

PROCEDURE

In this activity, the children mold clay into the figure of a
turtle. This is their starting Set. Then, without joreaking,
cutting, tearing or overlapping the clay of the turtle figure,
they change it into a figure of man. This is their ending'
set.'

Distribute one-half stick of clay to each child. If your class
seems interested in working with clay, you may want to let
them play with their,clay for a few minutes before giving any
specific directions. When the class is ready,, have them tear
Work Sheet 51 (both pages) out of their manuals-, The activity
described at the top of the first page should require very

O little direction from you'. However, you may want to read
through the instructions with the children before they start.
When they have finished making their clay, turtles, they should
look at their turtles to answer the questions on the rest of the
worksheet. \They will also heed their measuring devices to
answer the questions.

Have the children save both pages of Worksheet. 51 when they
have completed them. Then have them tear both pages of

A
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Worksheet 51

Volt 26 Name

Put a paper clip Inside your*plece of clay.

You should not be able to see the clip.

dd the clay: into this starting set.

/ %

The main features or your clay iurtle are

4 Itmbs.1 head and a body.

Non-Measurable Properties or Starting Set.
t 4

I. The paper cllp Is located 1115ik...your turtle.

You are located In the region CA)T5ilethe turtle.

2. The order of the mat features Is:

bead Ttfroistieq. imul< leq

&Abe,: head

worksheet 52

!Jilt 2$ \are

Mold your clan turtle Into this ending set.

Folios the rule: Do not cut, tear, hreak or

o.erlap the clay.

A==

Non-Ma.urable Properties or Ending Set.'

1.' The eet* clip is itmated.103.5_61e_the man.

You are located in the regiOn40.01,540.,the

man

2, The order of the MA W fc;turei. Is:

hyail

ieSt Icy Ject_pr,

100

worksheet 51, cont!d.

3. The surface of the :rtle Is a boundary that,

siparates the i'64; tie. region frog

region.

Measurable Properties or Startling Set. AIISWerS
Varsf .

I. Length of turtle from head to back leg

Inches.

2. Width or turtle's body = ------_-__Inches.

3. Thickness or turtle 3 -Inches.

4. Surface area .of top side = square Inches.

Y

5. Mae or this angle on the turtle degrees.'

Worksheet 52, cont'd.

3. The surface of the man Is ryboundary that separates

the tf15i1G reglon from the.011t5iAsreglon.

Measurable Properties of tnilIng Set. Answers Wit

I. lielahof can Inches.
Vary.

2. .width of sin's kmdli Inches.

3. Thickness or man ' inches.

4. Surface area or front for backs _sq. in.

5. M;ig of Ibis angle on the man degrees.
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Worksheet 52 out of their manuals andiollow the instructions
at the top of the first page. When they have completed both
pages of this worksheet, either collect the clay or have the
children set it aside. They should refer to both Worksheets
51 and 52 to. help answer the questions on Worksheet 53.

Worksheet 53
Unit 28 Name

Use Worksheets 52 and 53 to answer these questions.

j11(Which properties changed fruathe starting set to

the ending set?

1.

2.

+h
4. 5 0 qa CO Q rga,

5. map of p,j j
these are theYelatakte, properties.

*Which properties did not change?

11701)

2. O r de. r%
3. boti notethi

these are thedproperties.

Discuss their answers on Work-
sheet 53. Bring out in the dis-
cussion the similarities.of this
clay transformation to the rubber
sheet transformations they made
in the last lesson. In both cases,
the non-:measurable properties
were retained from the_starting____-
perrothe ending set, while the
measurable properties were
changed. In both cases, they
were not allowed to tear or over-
lap their materials. Ask the chil-
dren if they can think of any rea-
son why they weren't allowed to
do.thiS'. :Let them demonstrate
their ideaS using one of the end-
ing setsja clay man).

For example, if the figure of the
man is broken in half, so that the
paper clip is visible, the children
will see that the.in.-out property
has changed, the -botindedness
has changed, and if the pieces
are movedin space and recon-

nected, the order could change. The children twill undoubtedly
think of many other examples. In such transformations, the
rii5h=ifeas-utable properties change; therefore, they were not
allowed to cut, overlap or tear the clay.
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Lesson 12: PROJECTION TRANSFORMATIONS

The purposes of this lesson are:

- to discover that when a starting set is transformed into an
ending set by projection, the ribn-measurable properties
are retained and the measurable properties are changed;

- to introduce the term "topological transformation" for types
of transformations in which measurable properties change
and non-measurable properties are retained.

The definition,of "topological transformation" presented in
this lesson is nt.. mathematically precise. The condition that
non-measurable properties be retained under transformation
is not always sufficient to guarantee that all such transfor-
mations are topological. Howbver, for the Ourposes of this
unit, this definition is adequate.

MATERIALS.

- 4 blank transparencies

- 3 printed originals for transparencies (included in the
appendix of this manual)

ti

I

--- overhead projector

-- projection booklets (in Student Manuals, following Work-
sheet 53)

- measuring devices (ruler, protractor, string, inch grid)

- pencils
ruler or yardstick

- Worksheets 54 and 55

PREPARATION

Make the three transparencies for this lesson., using the
Printed original's in the appendix. If you decide to draw the
tIc.r.:-.:p Arencies freehand, be sure the measurements correspond
-to those of the originals. On the first transparenpy, the line
segment should measure 5", on the second, sideS AC and CB
of the triangle should each measure 3" and on the third trans-
parency, each side of the square should measure 3".-

,



These transparencies are identical to the starting sets in the
children's projection booklets. Since you will use them to
produce distorted ending sets, it would be a good idea to ex-
periment with the transparencies and the overhead projector
before starting the lesson. Suggested below are several ways
to ptbduce distorted ending sets. (The triangle transparency
is used in each example.) In each case, the projector must
be right next .to the wall to get a noticeable distortion.

1. The projector fades into a corner of the room. Tilt it back-
ward so th,f image is cast upward into the corner.-

cornej of room

2. The projector faces the wall.

wall

11 4

projected image
(ending set)

Tilt the projector backward.

projected image.

A
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3. The projector is..,at an angle to the wall. Tilt it backward.

wall

projected image

Other possibilities-include -projecting-the ,image_onto _the seam .

where the wall and the ceiling meet or where two walls and
the ceiling meet. During the activity, the children may think
of other surfaces onto which the image may be projected.

PROCEDURE

Activity
Briefly review with the children the two methods they have
used so far to get transformations in which the measurable
properties change and the non-measurable properties are
retained. (Stretching rubber sheets, and molding clay.) At
this point, you might want -to introduce a term for this type
of transformation: topClogical transformation. :(Sometimes

0,

it is also called a "rubber sheet" transformation. The
dren should be able to ,understandiwhy thes-e-transformatioris
are cal -led "rubber sheet" transformations; figures are stretched,
out of shape and-distorted, while certain non-measurable prop-
erties are retained.) ''

Tell the class that they are going tO investigate another trans.-
formation of a starting set into an ending set-. Say that, you
wouldlike to have them decide if this transformation could be
called a topological transformation.

Have the children tear the pages of the projection booklet out
of their manuals. (These pages follow Worksheet 53.) They
should fold the pages together as they did their rubber sheet
bOoklets and staple on the fold. They will also need their

1.1



measuring devices and a pencil. Have them open their pro-
jection } booklets to Trial I and answer the questions about
the starting set. When they have finished, show them the
transparency you made of the starting set (line segment AF).
Have someone show that, it is identical to the starting set in
the booklet by superimposing the transparency of the line
segment over the line segment in the booklet.

Projerct the line segment onto several surfaces (see suggestions
in PREPARATION section). You may have to tape the transparency
down to keep it from sliding off the_projector. As.k..the_children
to. pialCoTier-of the projected images as their ending set (for ex-
ample, the image cast in the corner). Hold the projector steady
(or have a student do so), and have the ichildren draw a picture
of this ending set in their booklets.

Have someone measure the length of the projected line segment
with a yardstick :or a ruler. The children should record the
length in the appropriate-blank beneath the sketch of the ending

When they -have finished the question.. for Trial 1-, follow-the
same proceduie-to complete TrialS 2 and 3.. Call on different
Childrento make the required measurements of. the ending sets..
Several children-may have to combine their inch grids to mea-
sure the area of the projected_square (Trial' 3). When all three
trials have been completed, the children- should use their in-
formation to complete the chart on. the back page of the booklet.
Discuss their answers with them.

Ask the children whether or not they think these projections
were topological transformations. They should see that the
measurable properties changed, while the non-measurable
properties did not -change; therefore, they are topological
transformations.

Activity B

Do Worksheet 54 with the children. You may want to have the
overhead projector set up with a blank transparency on it.
Draw the starting set on the trdnspthency. Let the children
check their answer's by projecting the starting set onto various
surfaces.. The.children should see that no matter where they
project the image, the non-measurable properties (boundedness,

116 '105
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Worksheet 5S

emt 20

Can the starting set be projected into these ending

sets'

Circle yes or no.

stirting set ending set

lett
no'

yes

.

yes.
A es

CD

A [22:D'
et
no

Do Worksheet 55 the same way.

r.
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Worksheet 55
Unit 26

to

V
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to

E®

0
10-
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ee

15
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TO

:0)
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lir
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Veee
04

....eft..

0 [....] IA
'Ae-},

in-out, older) of the starting set remain unchanged in the
ending set. Some children might be able to conceive that
it is possible to project a triangle into an ending set like
this.

A inD
This ending set is possible because,the non-measurable
properties are retained. HOwever, the following is not a
possible projection, because the boundedness property has
not been retained.

Have the students complete'Workshere55 on their own and
en discuss the answer.?"With them.

rot
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Lesson 13: USING A GRID TO MAKE TOPOLOGICAL TPANSFORMATIO14

The purposes of this lesson are:

to review the properties of a topological transformation;

to show how a grid can be used to transform a starting setinto an ending set;

to show how a grid reference system man be use_ d to de-
scribe a location.

The children are introduced to a "tool" an artist-might-use,if-
he wanted to-reproduce a painting or a drawing; that is, su-
perimposing a grid on the original drawing (starting set) and
transferring what is in each section to corresponding sectionson another grid. This produces the ending 'set. -.

\MATERIALS

,Worksheets 5'6 - 62

,ockstleet 56
VnIt 28

.7A

Name

stniting set

1

'ending set

fa"

PROCEDURE

ktivity A

Review with the children the .
three methods they have used to
make topological transformations
-7, stretching a rubber sheet,
molding clay and projection.
Tell them that today they are
going to learn about a method
that artists sometimes use when
they want to transform a starting
set (a picture) into an ebiing pet
(a picture).

liave the .children-:turn to Work=
sheet 56. Tell therr,1 that perhaps!,
an artist would want to draw an
ending set in the larger square at
the bottom of the woeksheet and

107-



Sorksheit 57
Unit 28 .

Circle which properiles
changed in each

,Fame

_

ending se.t.

---....L...: -Y;----____

---44
, - .. ' ..i
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, (......) i
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V
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,
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4111,
. . We -111loss

, ..,
.

let,pere one to
features on the
on each ending

one matching between
starting s and the

set?

,
the .air:

main features

.
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would want the result to look as much as possible like the
original picture. Then ask:

WHAT PROPERTIES OF THE STARTING SET MUST BE KEPT
IN THE ENDING SET.JF IT IS TO BE RECOGNIZABLE?

Have the children look at Worksheet 57, which shows three
ending sets of the,pichire that have not kept the properties of
order, boundednes.s and in-out. Discuss with them why these
are not very "useful" or "recognizable" ending sets. Then
have the children look back at Worksheet'56. Ask them to
think about the moblem that confronts the artist who wants to
draw an ending set that looks just like the starting set, except
that it-would fit into the larger sqUare. The children might
sugg%st using a projector, or if-if were on'a rubber sheet,
stretching it so it would fit the larger sqpre. Accept the chil-
dren's, ideas and then ask them to turn,to Worksheet 58.

Ask the children what the artist \has done to the starting set.
.(He has superimposed a grid over\the picture.) Then ask:



Worksheet 59
Unit 25 Name

starting set

ending set

HOW COULD HE USE THIS
GRID TO MAKE HIS JOB
EASIEle?

:Lead the children to s4ee that if
they were to construct a similar
4litilfour-sections by four sec7
tions) on the square at the bot-
tom of Worksheet 58, they could
reproduce the drawing section by
section.. For example, the part
of the drawing in the lower left,-
hand section of the starting set
could be reproduced in its cor-
responding section of the ending
set. (It isn't necessary to have
the children actually transfer the
- drawing_on. Worksheet 58. Have
them draw a grid:cinthe--larger--___,
squgre and let them transfer the
picture in their free time or at
home, if they want to.)

Have the children turn to Worksh.let 59, which shoWs the
drawing :reproduced. on the square by using a 4" x 4" grid.
Have them compare the ending set, drawing with the starting
set drawing to be surd the one to one matching was retained.
Also', check the properties of order, in.-out and boundedness.
During this discussion refer to, certain sections for the stu-
dents to .check; the children
should realize that it is dif-
ficult to refer to certain sec-
tions and that there iT need
fora better reference system.
For example, it is awkward td'
say, "The square that is lo-
cated in the second row from
the top, the third to the right."

1

Ask the children to think of
various -reference systems
and to discuss theth. One
simple reference system is
shown on the next page.

10'9'



1

"up" axis
I. Choose-.a starting point

2. Label the grid lines c:,ver-.
axis: 0,' 2, 3, 4; up- .D
axis: A, B, D, E).

Now, the section that is
shaded can be referred to as,
"The region between lines 2
and 3) and C and D." Dis-
cuss the advantages this sys-
tem has over other systems
that make references to "right"
or " , 1 3 4

>
"over" axis

Activity B

Have the children open their
manuals to Worksheet 60, which

-----isoicture.of a dog:with;:a grid
supprimposed_on it. Ask'the
children\what th-eircould: do to
the grid lines that would help
them refer.'to Certain Sections
-ofkthe gri,c12`,They will probably
suggest that 'they .labelix.the grid'
lines. Have them do this. Re-
mind them to label the ;Starting '
point (0, "A) first.

110

12
4

C0

starting point (0, A)
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G

F

E

D

C'

a,

Starting set

B

A

a

0 3 4 5

/,,
When all the children have completed Worksheet 60, have
them tear it and Worksheets 61 and 62 outsof their manuals.
,l'hei shquld use the, starting set oriWorksheet 60 as a guide ii,..
/for drawing the ending sets on Worksheets 6) and 62. When/ the children haKe completed these worksheetfi, discuss with/
them which- properties changed and which\properties were

7 8

nip illustration how the starting
set grid should be labeled. ,,Have the
children label the ending set grid the
same way. Have.them draw on the end-
ing set the lines that are in the regio'n
between lines 'a and 4, G and Hon the
starting set. Quickly check their draw-
ings and then let them finish. Check
to make sure they get the appropriate
lines in the correct regions. -

iforksheet 61
Unit 28 Name

ending set

titi

Worksheet 62
Unit 28

a

Cu

7g.

Name

4
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retained in the ending sets on all three worksheets. List
these properties on the chalkboatd. Below is a sample list.

changed properties
. .

area
height

.Width
shape is distorted
(especially on
Worksheet 62)

A

properties retained

order of main features
(2 eyes'., nose, tongue)
boundedness
(the region inside the
outline of the dog is
still separ ;ted from .
the: region Outside the
dog's outline)
in .out .

(the' ieaturei inside
are still inside)

The -cliildren should realize that the measurable properties
changed-and the non--measirrable properties were retained.
Therefore, these ending sets can be classified as topological
transfopnations.

5
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Lesson 1.4; TRANSFORMATIONS OF A MAP OF THE UNITED STATES

The purpoqes of this lesson are

to acquaint the children with some of the geographical
features of the United States;

ti

to use a grid to transform one map into another map;

to show that when a map is topologically transformed, it
still retains certain properties ,(boundedness, in-out,
order) which make the map "useful."

MATERIALS'

crayons

globe

Worksheets 63 66

.PROCEDURE

Nor sheet 63
Unit 28 Name

PACIFIC ATLANTIC

110AN

What continent Is Imo Aip. iktkvticrx,
Color the Great Lakes blue.

Color the rlers blue.
Color C.anada arm.
Color Mexico yellow.
Color the United sla tog red.

4 Motet retract Ala aka and Itawall.l

OD

Activity A

Display a globe at the front (of
the classroom. Have. the. Chil-
dren. open their manuals to Work-
sheet 63 and ask them to find_
on the' globe the area Shoinin on
the worksheet. Ask:

WHAT IARdE LAND AREA OR
CONTINENT IS THIS? (North
America.)

CAN YOU FIND THE UNITED
STATES? <

Discuss briefly the geographical
features (rivers, lakes, oceans,
mountains). Then have them
complete Worksheet 63: After
everyone is finished, check the
maps together, using the globe
as..a reference.

rt
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lborksheet 65
Us! I 2S, Mule

_start Ins Pet

UM-

47 --I-T-1
end, not set

S 4

Activity

Have the children tear Worksheets'64 and -65Gout of their
manuals. Tell them that they are going to. transform the
starting sets into ending sets, using the grid reference sys-
tem as an aid. Discuss briefly the topological properties
that should be retained in the transformations order, in-
out and boundedness. Then let them draw the ending sets.

After the children' have completed the worksheets, discuss
their maps with them. Ask such questions as the following.

WHAT PROPERTIES HAVE CHANGED? (Area, width, height,
shape.)

WHAT PROPERTIES HAVE BEEN RETAINED? (Order of main
features, in-out, boundedness;)

DOES THE ENDING SET ON WORKSHEET 64 SHOW SHE
SAME REGIONS AS THE ENDING SET ON WORKSHEET,65?
ARE THE SECTIONS IN CORRECT ORDER? ARE THE LAKES

123



AND RIVERS INSIDE OR OUTSIDE THE LAND AREA?

CAN YOU STILL RECOGNIZE THE ENDING SETS AS MAPS
OF THE UNITED STATES?

ltorksiteet 64
Wit 28 Nagle

ending get A

ending get B

Use Worksheet 66 as a discussion guide to help the children
visualize how ending sets of the United States could look if
the topological properties were not retained. Ask the children
if the maps on Worksheet 66 are "useful" maps. For example,
ending set C shows the Great Lakes located in the northwestern
part, of the United States. A'sk the children if this map would
be useful when traveling, in this part of the United States. (No,
the Great Lakes are not in Montana, Idaho and Washington.
Ending set C is not a useful or faithful representation of thifie
region.)

Discuss with them the usefulness of the maps on Worksheet
64 and 65 by comparing them to the maps on WorkSheet 66.
The children will probably see that even - though the -maps on

12
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Worksheets 64 and 65 ate distorted, they are still useful for
showing relative locations of geographical features. (Check
the location of the Great Lakes, for example.)

Tell the class that in the next section of this unit, they are
going to use what they have been learning about topological
transformations to make some very interesting maps.

iz
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T. MAPIAAKING

Iri this section, the children work with the ideas they have
learned about topological transformations to make flat mapsof the globe.. In this case, the globe is thought of as the
starting set, and the flat maps as the ending sets.

Lesson 15 acquaints the children with the major geographicalregions of the world and gets them to compare the properties .of an area on the globe with the properties of that area on aflat map.

In Lesson 16, -the children are asked to think about the prob-lems that early mapmakers faced when they tried to make
. flat maps of the world that retained as mach as possible the

same topological properties as the globe.

In Lesson 17 they compare different methods of "flattening"the globe, including poking a hole in it, stretching it andcutting it. They learn that different methods are' used to
produce various kinds of flat maps and that different maps_are useful for different purposes.

In Lesson 18,t, the children review the methods of making
topological transformations that they learned about. in Sec-tion 3. These were stretching rubber sheets, molding clay,using a grid reference system and projecting. They find
that projecting. is best for thtir purposes and so 'they use
the projecting equipment to transform a spherical surfaceinto a flat surface.

In Lesson 19, the children use the projecting equipment toproject the northern hemisphere from a spherical surface ontoa flat surface and then compare the properties of their startingset with the properties of their ending sets. .They produce
three different kinds of ending sets: the cylindrical projec-tion, the conical projection and the gnomic projection. Theyalso. get a chance to predict which regions of the starting set(globe) will be most distorted by projection into an ending
set (flat map) and to verify their predictions.

Lesson 20 is a summary of the most important ideas in theunit.

117
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Lesson 15:1SECTIONAL'MAPS OF THE GLOBE'

The purposes of this lesson are:

to acquaint the children with the major geographical
regions of the world;

.to compare the properties, of sections on, the globe_
(starting sets) to the properties of corresponding sec-

..tions on flaternaps (ending sets).

MATERIALS

globes (see PREPARATION)

pencils

30 transparent area grid's (from Lesson 2)

Maps A - E (in Student Manuals)

Worksheets 67 - 72

PREPARATION

Try to get one-globe for every two students; however, one
for every four students is acceptable. Borrow the globes
from other teachers in your school. They need not be
identical globes. Plan to use them for at least two days.

PROCEDURE

Activity A

Many children have difficulty understanding the relationship
among continents, countries, states and cities. To help
clarify this, have the children help you develop the chart
on the next page. Point out the different regions on a globe.

1.2D
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The World

Hemispheres (Northern and Southern, divided
along the equator)

Continents (Asia,. Africa, North America, South
America, Europe, Australia,, Antarctica)

'Countries (within the North American, continent, for ex-
ample: Canada, MeXICo, dreelirerict, United.States,__
Cuba, Guatemala, etc.)

,States (within the country of the United States, for example:.
Texas, Minnesota, Hawaii, Alaska, etc.)

Cities (within the state of California, for example: Los Angeles,
San Francisco, San Diego, etc.)

Worksheet 67
Unit 28 Name

STARTING SET -- THE GLOBE

Find these regions on the globe. "
If it is hard to find the boundaries. look at Mop A.
Measure the area of eachiregion.

1. The area of Greenland a-square inches.

2. The combined area of the United States (remember

Alask..), Canada and Mexico s ''''-7;quare Inches.

3. The area Of Europe 1.----..suuare inches. 1

7

ENDING SET -- MAP A

Find' these regions on Map A.

Measure the area of each rekion.

1. The area of Greenland .:, square inches.

2. The combined area of the United States (remember

Alaskal. Canada and Mexico 1-square inches.

3. The area of Europe 3 ----square inches.

4".

Activity B

Divide the class into groups.
Each group should' have one
globe and all the children.should
have their transparent grids from
Lesson 2. Have the children in
each group complete,Worksheets
67 and 68 together.. -They will
probably have difficulty making
the transparent area grids con-
forni to the curved surface of
the globe; however, they should
try to get an approximate area
measurement. Point out that on
Map A the names of the conti-
nents are written in capital let-
ters and that the, rest of the maps
in the manuals have been made
this way. .
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I)
liorksheet 68

LSI 1 t 28 Name

Use your answers
In the chart and

worksheet.

on ltorksheet 67 to telpyou fill
answer the question. on this

starting set et ing set

Greenland area 1.-sq In.area sq in

L.S., Canada
and Mexico

area a sq.In.!area sq In

Europe area ' sq.in.iarea*: sq. In

1. Did theorea of the regions in the startin* set

change or remain the same In the ending sct?

2. Did the boundedness of the regions change or

remain the same?

3. Did the order of the main features change or
remain the same?

4. Did the in-out property change orremain the
same?

When the groups have completed Worksheet 68, discuss their
answers. The children will-Probably see that the area (6" mea-
surable property) changed from the globe (starting set) to Map
A (ending set), while the _non-measurable properties remained
the same from starting set to ending set.,.

Let the children complete Worksheets 69 through 7.2 on their
own or with partners. If you do not have several' globe's avail-
able, you may want to let the children complete the worksheets
over a period of several days. After everyone has completed
Worksheets 69 - 72, discuss the answers. Ask the children if
there is one to-one matching of the main features of the start-
ing sets with the main features of the ending sets. They should
see that on each map, the main features match one to one with
the main features of that section on the globe. For example,
on Map A there is just, one North America, not zero or two or
more North America's.

Discuss with the class the fact that each of the ending sets
(Maps A - retained the properties of order, boundedness

1 3 Yi
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Worksheet de
Unit WO

STARTING SET '

Find Africa an the

Measure the area.

. ,
I. Did the area of Africa change.or remain the

same the starting set to the ending set?

2. Did the boundsdness of Africa change or remain
the-same?

3. Did the order of the-iimin features change or
remain the same? ,

Worksheet 70
Unit 28 Name

STARTING SET

Find South America an the globe.

Measure the area.

The area of South America .4 square inches.

ENDING SET

Fihd "South America on Nip C.

Measure the area.

The area of South America 1square inches.

is Did the area of South America change or remain
the game from the starting set to the ending get?

2. Did the houndedneas of South America change or
remain the eame?

3. Did the order of the main features change or
remain the same?

4. Did the in-out property change or remain the
some?
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,Worksimpet 71 e
'1

,LOnit I Nave
r

STARTING SET

Find Antarctica on the globe. ,

Measure the area.

The area of Antarctica 1 square inches.

ENDING SET

Find Antarctica on Map D.

Measure the area.

The area of Antirctica 1._:equare inches.

1. Did the area of Antarctica clangs or remain
the same from the starting set to the ending set?

2. Did the boundednese of Antarctica change or
remain the same?

3. Did the order of the main features chalet-or
remain the same?

4. Did -the in-out-property change or remain the
same?

Map` F. va

=
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Worksheet 72
Unit 28 %tame

STARTING SET

Find Asia and Australia on.the globe.

Measure the area.

The area of Asia 1.-----square.inches.

The area of Australia A.-----square Inches.

ENDING SET

Find Asia and Australia on Map F.

Measure the area.

The area of Asia 1.....---square.inches.

The area of Australia A------square Inches.

.

1. Did the area of Asia and Australia change or
remain the same from the starting met to the
ending set?

2. Did the houndedness of Asia and,Australia
change or remain the same?

3. Did the order of themnin,features change or
remain the same?

4. Did the 1n-out property change or remain the
same?



and in -out, while the measurable properties (area, et-b.)"
changed. Ask if, instead of having several .fflectional.maps
of tl&g4e, you could make a flat map of the whole world
that CO u k? keep the non-measurable properties of in-out,
order and boundedness. How would such a map look? Ask..
the children to think about this .problem for the next few. days
and WI them that in the next lesson they will look at some
early flat 'maps of the world that.were devised by different
men Whb thought about this same problem. ,

The geographical ideas introduced in this lesson could also
,be referred to in a sociakstudies or4tirrent events class.

o Keeilhe globes for use in the- next 'lesson.

.
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Lespon 16: EA RLY FIAT MAPS OF THE WORLD

The purposes of this lessOn are:

to study the topologiCal properties of some early flat maps
of the-world;t.
to determine, by comparing them to the globe, why these_
maps at not very useful ending sets today.

MATERIALS

globes (from Lesson 15)

.2- pencils,
.

4" Maps F, G and H (in Student Manuals)

Worksheets 73, '74 arid 75,

PROCEDURE

Have the children work in groups, using globes and Maps
G and H.to answer the questions on Worksheets 73, 74 and 75;

1

Worksheet 73
Uhlt Name

Tear Map F out of ycurMinuti.
Use Map F and the gloMlo answer, these questions.

1. Doesiefrica Wok the same on poth Map.F and
the globe? a
If pot, how is it different?

2. Can you find any large land areas that are on
the globe that ate-not on Map,F?
If so, list them below.

3. Is there one to one matching between the land

areas on the globe And the land arum on Map F?

4. Write akout.any othdr-differences you can find
between the regions on the globe and the regions
on Map F

5. Is.Map F a useful ending set of the globe?
*by or Witynot?

-

.04
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Aaorksheet 74

/Unit 28
. .

Name

/ Tear Map 4 out of your manual.
/ Use Map G and the globe to'anlwer these quest tons.

1. Data Greenland tool the same on both Map G and
the globe?

If not, how is It different?

2. What properties have beep changed?

3. Find North America on the globe.
Find North America on Map G.
Does North America look the same on both?
If not, how Is It different'

4. Are these any areas on the globe that are not
on Map G?

If there are, list them below.

5. Is there one to one mat.hing between land areas
on the,glohe and land areas. on Man G?

.6. Is Map G a useful ending set of the globe?
'

Why or why not?

AA,

\Worksheet 75,

Unit 28 at-use

Tear MapJI out of your manual.
Use Map and the globe to answer iihese questions.

1. Does North America look the same on both Map II
and the globe?
if not, how is it different?

2. Are there any other areas that are not the same
on KW II and the globe? Ik

Which area?
Howls it different?

Which area?
How is it different?

Which area?.
ikra is it different?

-; de--
3.. la there one,to one matching between land areas

on the globe ,and land Arens on Map 117.

4% is Map useful ending set of the globe?
Why or why not?..._

A AA
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(They should tear the maps out of their manuals' in order to
study them more easily.) When they have completed the.
worksheets, dismits their answers. Below are some ideas
that should be covered in tle discussion..

These maps are not one to one transformations of the'globe;
many regions have been lefeoff the maps. Ask the children
why they think this happened. Someone will probably notice
the dates on the map's anti remember that certain regions had
not 'yet been discovered by explorers. Besides noticing the
lack of one to one matching between the globes and these
maps, the children will probably'notice that non-measurable
properties have changed. For example, on Map G, the bound- '
ary of Greenland is connected to Asia and'Europe. Therefore,
regions that are actually located outside the boundary of
Greenland are not represented correctly; the in-out property .

has changed. Also, the inside region (the Greenland region
on the globe) is no longer separated from the outside region";
the boundedness property has changed. On the globe (starting
set), the order is Greenland, Ocean, Norway. On Map G
'(ending set), the order is Ocean, Greenland, Norway;'the or-
der of the main features has changed.

x.

why, these old maps- of the woild are not very "useful"
or thful" ending sets of the globe. (They don't keep one
to one matching of the main features, nor do they keep non-
measurable properties such as order, in-out and boundedness.)

Repeat the questions you asked at/the end of Lesson IS.

CAN WE MAKE A FLAT MAP OF THE WORLD THAT RETAINS
THE NON-MEASURABLE PROPERTIES SUCH AS ORDER,
IN-OUT AND BOUNDEDNE1?

IF-WE COULD, WHAT W6IILD SUCH A MAP LOOK LIKE?

WOULD THE REGIONS LOOK LIKE THEY DO ON THE GLOBE?

lTell the children that in the next leisOn, they will look for
,solutions to'tliebe qu'ebticins.

-0



Lesson 17: FLATTENING THE GLOBE

The purposes of this lessbn are:

to acquaint the children with the topological difficulties
of "flattening" a sphere (the globe);

discuss the 'usefulness of different methods of flattening
global maps;

to compare the propertie's of a standard Mercator map ith
the properties of global maps;

to show that different flat maps of the world are useful or
different purposes.and to let the children speculate aboi t
how these maps can be made with the fewest.changes in,
the tOpoloc,Ticalproperties of the globe.

MATERIALS

1 hollow rubber ball (in third. grade kit)

30 pairs of.scissors

I straight pin or other sharp instrument

1 balloon

. Worksheets 76:land 77

PROCEDURE

Ask the children:
I,

CAN WE MAKE A FLAT MAP OF THE WORLD THAT KEEPS THE
NON - MEASURABLE PROPERTIES PE, ORDER, IN -OUJr AND
BOUNDEDNESS OF THE SPRERE?

Show the children the hollow ball. Ask them to thi k of this
ball as the globe. Then ask if anyone can flatten 't without
changing its properties, of order, in-out and bound dness.
Let volunteers try out their ideas. No matter how/ they stretch
it or step on it, they will not be able to make it lie flat.
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Then ask:

WHAT DO WE HAVE TO DO TO THE BALL TO MAKE IT FLAT?

Someone will probably suggest poking a hole in it. Let him
do this with a pin or some other sharp instrument. Squeeze
the ball so that the air inside comes out. Ask the children
what properties of the ball changed when the hole was poked
in its surface. (The boundedness property and the in-out
property have changed. Some children may recall the balloon

'activities they performed in Lessons 5-and 6, in which the
properties of in-out and boundedness of a balloon were changed
by.poking a hole in it.)

Once a hole h'as been. made n the ball and the bail is deflated,
the. main problem is to mak the entire surface visible from one
side. To illustrate this p lem to the children, put an "X" on
one side of the deflated ball. If you hold the ball with the X'd
side toward you, the class will not be able to see the X., and'
vice versa.

,.sk the children what cangbe acne to the ball to make the entiie
surface visible from one side.. Some child will probably suggest
stretching the edges of the hole until the entire surface is flat.
Do not do this with the ball; instead, try it with a balloon,
which stretches out more-easily.

The children should be able to visualize how the edges could
be stretched out so the surface is flat and entirely visible
from one side. Ask them what they think would happen to the
land areas drawn on the surface of the globe ii'.theglobe were
stretched this way. (They would become very distorted in
some areas.)

Another method for flattening the,ballis to make several cuts
in it until it lies flat. Do this with the demonstration ball.
Tell the children that cutting the ,?all is one way to make it
lie flat. Have them look at the maps on Worksheet 76 (see
reduction on the next page). These maps were made by "cut-
ting" the globe. Discuss the properties of these maps and
compare them With the properties of.the globe's surface.
Point out that in this case, not only have the topological

1
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properties of the sphere
changed, but also the topo-
logical properties of the con-
tinents on the sphere's sur-
face. For example, on- the-
maps, the boundary of North
America is disconnected in
several placesf this is not
true of the boundary of -

North America on the globe.

NOTE: Some children may become confused when they compare
the properties of the globe's surface with the properties. of the
map's surface. They are not comparing the sphere (three di-
mensions) with the flat Map (two dimensions). Rather, they
are comparing the surface of thd sphere (two dimensions) with
the flat map (two dimensions). Perhaps the following examples
will help to -clarify this distinction.

1. The boundary of NOrth America on the globe's surface can.
be compared to the boundary of North America on the flat
map. In this example, a boundary on the 2-dimensional
global surface is being compared to a boundary on the 2-
dimensional flat map surface.

2. The boundary of the sphere, that is, the'material (steel,
rubber, etc.) that' creates the boundary that separates the
inside region from the outside region of the sphere, can-
not be compared to the boundary of North America on the
flat map.

I 29
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3. The inside and outside regions of the sphere (i.e. , the air
inside the, ball and the air outside the ball) cannot be com-
paredto the inside and outside regions of North America on
the flat map.

When discussing Worksheet 76, bring out the idea that these
are not very useful ending sets of the globe because of the
many cuts that were made that changed the non-measurable
properties of the continents. Tell the class _that although it
is necessary to make some cuts, we want to make as few as
possible when making a flat map of the globe. Ask the chil-

, dren to turn to Worksheet 77, which shows a standard Merca-
tor map. Discuss the properties of this map (ending set) by
comparing it to a globe. (starting set).
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Compare,the lines of latituc:e and
longitude on the globe to these
lines on the Mercator map. The
children will probably see that on
the globe, the lines of longitude
all meet at the North and South
Poles (points, in both cases).
However, on the Mercator map,
the lines of longitude are parallel;
and the points that were the North
and South Poles on the...globe have.
become "stretched out" to becothe
lines the same length as the equa-
tor. Discuss what effect this
"stretching-out" at the poles has
on the land areas in these regions,
especially Greenland and Antarc-
tica. :Have the children label
these two land' areas on Worksheet
77.

Have the children label Australia,
the Pacific Ocean and North Amer-
ica on Worksheet 77. Ask them if

they .think thisianap would be very "useful" for the captain of a
ship sailing from Australia through the Pacific Ocean to North
America. (No. The Pacific Ocean is located on both the right
and left sides of the map.) The out that made the map. lie flat



was made along the 180o line of longitude. Discuss how the
map could have been made so that the Pacific Ocean was leftwhole. (It could have been cut along a different longitude_
line, one that did not bisect the Pacific Ocean.)

Discuss the usefulness of this map for other purposes. For
example, would a traveler going across Europe and Asia beable to use it? Or an airplane pilot flying the Polar Route
between London and-New York? Or an explorer in Antarctica?'
The children should see that the mapon Worksheet 77 is
adequate for some purpose's but not for others. Stress the
idea that for different purposes you need different maps, one
for which the cuts that make it lie flat are made along differentlongitude lines..

Ask the children to think about how maymakeis construct flat
maps that have only a few cuts in them and that keep the prop-&des- of order, in-out and boundedness as much as possible.
Ask them to think especially about how the Meicator map (Work-sheet 77) was made. Accept their speculations for now andleave the question open.

I 3 1
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Lesson 18: PROJECTING IMAGES FROM A SPHERICAL SURFACE
ONTO A FIAT SURFACE .

.The purposes of this lesson are:-

to review the methods used in earlier lessons to make
topological transformations and-to discuss whether these
methods can be used to transform a global surface into a
flat ending set;

to investigAte how a point light source and a transparent
plastic half-sphere can be used to project designs from a
curved surface onto a flat surface;

to investigate the measurable, and non-measurable proper-
ties of -the ending sets that are formed by projection.

MATERIALS

overhead projector

transparency of designs 1 and 2 (included in the appendix
of this manual)

1 globe

projection equipment (in third grade kit): transformer,. plas-
tic halfsphere, lamptransucent plastic sheet
blackgrease pencil

30 rulers

30 transparent area grids (from Lesson 2)

30 pairs of scissors

Worksheets 78 - 82

PREPARATION

Cut out the two design pieces on the transparency for this
lesson. The transparency is in the appendix at the back of
this manual. Set up the projection equipment on a delnon-
stration table as shown on the next page. It would be help-
ful to study this equipment before conducting the lesson in
order to become familiar with it.

1 /A
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Set -aside the projection equipment so it is not visible at thee
beginning of the lesson.

PROCEDURE

At the end of the previous lesson, the children were asked to
think about how th6y could make different flat maps of the
world that have the least amount of changes in the properties
of order, in-out and boundedness,of the continents. Discuss
any ideas the children come up with. If they have difficulty
thinking of ways to make such maps, ask them to recall`some
of the transformations they made earlier in this unit trans-
formations that'kept the properties of boundedness, in-out and
order. Ask them to think of how they could use these methods
to make a flat ending set of the globe. Listed below are the
different methods for making topological transformations that

-the children have studied and Some suggestions for discussingthem.

I . Clay molding transformation
If they had a globe made out of clay, theoretically it could
be molded into a flat Map. ' However, ihis is not very prac-
tical.

2. Rubber sheet transformation
If they had a globe made out of rubber, they could poke a
hole in it and stretch the edges of the hole until the entire
Surface was flat. They could also cut the rubberglobe
and stretch out the areas by the polar regions.
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before stretching after stretching

Again, neither method is very practical.

3. Grid transformation
They could use the lines of longitude and latitude on ,the
globe as their starting set.. Each feature found-in-the-
grid sections could be transformed-to- a rectangular ending.
set grid. The ending set might look something -like the
Mercator- map. on Worksheet 77 from Lesson 17.

4. Projection transformation
The children will probably remember the projection booklets
they completed in Lesson- 12-when they used the -overhead-
to project figures onto the wall.. Ask the children if they
have any ideas about how this projection method could be
used to project a global map onto other surfaces. .Accept
all reasonable ideas. Let several children test -their ideas,
using the overhead prOjector, glObe and any other equip-
ment they wish. For example, some child may place the
globe on the 'overhead. He will soon discover that the
spherical globe projects onto the screen as .a black, cir-
cular region.

After the children have had a chance to test several of their
ideas, show.them the projection equipment you set up earlier.
Ask them if they can think of some way this equipment could
be used to project sornething from a curved, spherical surface
trait) a flat surface. Gather the children around the demon-
stration table on which the 'half-sphere equipment has been
set up; so that they all can see, it. Make a design with a
grease pencil on the clear half-sphere. Ask the children for
suggestionS on how to project the design. Carry out their



suggestions as closely as pos-
sible.. Then show them the sheet
of translucent plastic and sug-
gest thatit could be used as a
possible "screen" on which to
project the design. Darken the
room and cast the design yOu drew
on the half:sphere onto the,ceiling,
and other surfaces (a large Sheet- ---
of newsprint, etc:4.

Show the children designs I end 2
that you cut out. Tell them that
these two designs are going to be
used as starting sets and the pro-
jected imbges.`of these starting
sets will be the ending sets. How-
ever, before you begin' projecting,
ask the children to return to their
desks and to tear Worksheet-78 out
of their manuals. Worksheet 78
has copies of the, transparency
designs on it.

'

Worksheet 79
Unit 2$ Name

Properties of Starting Set I

Measure the distance between the folinwinc points:

A and It

and'e .4_inch
C and D

band E

_A and E 4_4_1nche5

V and C 5.4._foch

G and H 3 --4-inch

H and I ! si_inch

I and .1 ::747.Inch

F and 1-4- inch

N and C :49A-inches

Statting at point A and ening to point E, the order
of the points is:

E

Starting at point F and going to point A, the order
of the points Is;

_F_,
.1

e

4

worksheet 7$
Unit 2$

4

starting set I starting set 2

Worksheet SO
Unit 24 Nape'

Propertiws of Starting Set 2

Measure the distance between the following points:

A and B

Band C

C and D E Inches

Dayd

Find the area of rectangle A$CD without using your
area grid.

area of rectangle ABCD i .5 sqUare-inches

%am

Check your answer. Measure the rectangle with
your area grid.

Starting at point A and going In the direction of
point D, the order of the Points Is:

A ,--D' ,,C , /3 A

Ito Howls located'insIde the rectangle.
How many bugs are located outside the rectangle/ -..5"
H
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The students will neesi_rulers-; transparent area grids and
Worksheet-78-to-complete Worksheets 79' and 80, which are
-record sheets for listing the properties of the two starting
sets (designs I and 2). When the children have completed
Worksheets 79 and 80, tape design I .(starting set I) to the
half-sphere, as shown.

Ask tear out Worksheets 81 and 82. These are record
sheets for the ending sets. Project the starting set onto sev-
eral surfaces, including the tranghicent sheet (screen). Hold

\Intorksheet 81

It n Nase

C

Properties of Ending Set 1

Meastie the distance between the following Points:

A\and 8

ad C

C ancl\D

0 and

A and E

F and C

G and H Inch

Aland-1 4 inch

I and nch

F and.J

an C inch

My.

Starting at point A and got'not to point E, the order

of the points Is:

Starting at point F and going to pctlnt J, the order

of the points Is:

136 1.4

A

Worksheet 82
Unit 28 Nage

Properties of Ending Set 2

Measure the...dIstAce between the following points:

A and B 1 Inches

8 and C 1 inches

C and D

7D and A ,Inches

Find \the area of rectangle ADCD without An' your
area gild.

area of rectangle ADCD inches

Check Your answer. Measure tLe rectangle with

your arch grid.

Storting at point A and going In the direction of
point 0, the order of the ixtints Is:

A D 'A

Ho Hum Is located Inside the rectangle.
How many bugs are located outside the rectangle?.....15.--
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the screen in several positions.. Ask the childrerrto choose-
one' pOsition as the ending set position.

..
translucent plastic sheet

t

Then use a grease pencil or felt tip pen to outline the projected..image on the screen. When this is done, lay the screen flat
on the table and haVe someone measure the distances asked for
on Worksheet 81. He should tell the-te.st of the class the mea-surements, s6 they can record them on their copieS.of Work-. sheet 8;1.. Have some other student tell the class the other in-
formation asked for on the worksheet.

When everyone has filled in Worksheet 81, follow the. same pro-cedure for.design 2 (starting set 2), recording the properties: ofthe ending set on Worksheet 82. When the Children have all
completed Worksheet82, ask then.te compare the properties ofeach starting set to.its ending set. DisCusS which properties. -'changed and-which properties were retained.

The children should see that this method can be used.to pro-je,ct a starting set on a 'spherical surface -onto a screen thatcan :be flattened, and in this way, the nonl2measigable prop-'ertie's are retained, while the measurable properties are
changed. .

End this leSson by asking the = children .to think about how this
equipment could be used to mal;,e allat ending set ofthe globe.

Save the equipment'to use in the next lesson.
,

1,
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Lesson 19: MAPPING THE GLOBE.

The purposes of this lesson are:

7,- to use the projection equipment from Lesson 18 to project
the globe onto a:flat surface;

- to compare the properties of a 'half-sphere starting set .

with the properties of three flat ending sets. These three
ending sets are a cylindribal, projection, a conical projec-
tion and a gnomic projection;

- to give the children a chance to predict which regions of
the starting set will be the most distorted in each of the
three ending sets, and to verify'these predictions.

MATERIALS

- projection equipment (from Lesson 18) 7

- 4 transparencies of Northern Hemisphere pieces (included
in the appendix at the back of this ,manual)

- transparent tape
- 30 pairs of scissors.
- glue
- pencils

30 rulers

30 transparent area grids (from Lesson 2)

ESS unit, Outdoor Mapping (optional); fit* information
about obtaining this booklet, write to the Elementary
Science Study of Education DeielopmentCenter, Inc.,

. 1 55 Chajiel!Street, Newton; Massachusetts 02160

Worksheets 83 - 95

138

PREPARATION

Cut .out the twelVe map sections on the four transparencieS.
for this lesson.. The transparencies are in the. appendix.
Set them aside so they-are not visible at the beginning of the
lesson. Set up the half-sphere projection 'equipment on a
demOnstration table, as: yOu did for Lesson 18..

1 D



PROCEDURE

Activity A

Gather the children around the demonstration table on which
the profectionquipment is located. Ask them how they think
the equipinent could be.used to make a flat map of.the globe,

..and give them a:c.hanCe to use.the equipment.to try outtheir
ideas. They wil\ probably discover that they need. a trans-
,parent global rnap\so that the' light source can'project-the. globe outward onto a. screen.. ShOw the children the trans-
parent sections of he Northern Hemisphere that you cut out
earlier. Ask them i they have any ideas about how they

.-could nee these. Thvy will probably Sugast taping the sec-
-tong' to the half-sphere.

4

4,

.

1.

Tape the bottom of one trahsparent section to the bottom edge
of the half-sphere and then tape the top down. Do this with
the other eleven sections, inakin4, sure' the latitude likes
match. 'While you are faping,on the sections , the children
will pto/ bably notice that it is difficult to make the pieces'
cqnfdrm completely to the curved surface of the sphere.. How-
eyer, for your purposes, these strips conform to the curved
surface' well enough. '

tell the children That this half-globe is the s ing'set.and
that they Will project it*onto:different surface make differ-7.°
ent ending sets. Then have. them return to their desks. Tell
them they will be working in pairs to investigate some of the
properties of the starting set. Each pair will put together-4,
half-globe similar tethe transparent one you made. Work-
sheets 83 through 86 Contain the twelve map sections.

150
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itorksheet $7

Intl 28 Name

Properties of Starting. Set

.4easttre the arca of these rectors.

Greenland !,______square Inches

leoleola square Itlehes

,Alaska filches

!mite(' States Inches

Mexixo Inches

I.S.S.R. Inches

Europe ___---sgprel,Inches

china ._____squAre inches

India _ +quart. 'inches

The height of the letters used to label the

oceans t inches. I

(St: ready to discuss tid. non-measurable prropertles

of the starling set rthe half-ciobel with your
classmates.

yY

Discuss the following procedure
with the Children.

1. Each pair of children should
use only one set of Worksheets
83 =86.

2. One partner should carefully
cut out the map sections and
arrange them in the order of the
numbered tabs.

3. The other partner should glue
the sections together in order.

4. When the sections are glued
together), the children should
use their rulers and transparent
area grids (frOm Lesson 2) to
complete Worksheet 87.

When tile children measure the
area of various regions on their
half-glObes, one partner should
hold the sections together, while
the other partner meathlres the
area.

I



When they have completed Worksheet 87, gather the children
around the demonstration table. Discuss the non-measurable
pioperties (order, in-out, boundedness) of the starting set.
For example, the boundary of Greenland separates the inside
"land region" from the outside "ocean region." If a piece of
Greenland were placed on the outside ocean region, the in-
out property would be changed. Also dismiss the order of the
large land areas; for example, on the North American conti-
nent, the order of the main land areas is Alaska , Canada ,
U. S. , Mexico. Ask the children to give an example of a
change in the order of these land areas. (One example would
be Alaska, -Mexico, U. S. , Canada.)

Adtivity B

Remind the children of the designs they projected in Lesson
18. Bring out in the discussion the idea that, depending on
the position in which the screen was held in relation to the
half- sphere, different ending sets were formed that had vary-
ing amounts of distortion.

Tell the children that they will project three ending sets of
the half-globe starting set. The screen will be held in three
different positions. Demonstrate the three positions as shown
below.

cylindrical

14'2



worksheet 86
Unit 28 Nsse

Predict.on.Sheet -- Ending Set 1

If the screen is heldlike :51s:

AphIch region will be more
distorted or stretched?

1. Greenland or Mexico

2. China or India

Which letterr rill be acme distorted?

I. The 'A' or the "C" In ATLANTIC

2. The "0" or the "N" In OCEAN

"Orgill the properties of order. In-out and boundedness
change?

Worksheet 89
Onit 28 Name

Properties of Ending Set 1

Measure the area of these regions.

Greenland :__square Inches

Mexico t..---.square inches

China I--11:111re inches
India A._---square inches

Measure the height of these letters.

The "A" In ATLANTIC E-----Inches

The "C" in ATLANTIC A inches

The "0" in QCEAN

The "N" In OCEAN A inches

Is the order of.the pain features the-same or
different? caii.

Has the boundedness property changed? NO

Has the In-out property changed? 13a

Have the children turn to Worksheet 88. -They should find
Greenland, Mexico, China and India on their half-globes
(starting sets). Ask them to recall their work with the design
sheets and the different amounts of distortion, that occurred.
They should predict which regions will be more distorted when
the screen is held in the position shown on the worksheet.

-Go through the rest of Worksheet 88 with the class. Each
child should fill in his own predictions. When all the children
have completed Worksheet 88, project the half-globe onto the
cylindrically held screen. (Tape the bottom corners of the
screen to the half-globe.)

Have the children turn to Worksheet 89. Have different chil-
dren measure the area of the regions, listed on the worksheet.
(These measurements must be made on the 'screen, not on the
half-globe.) They, should repeat the measurements to the class
so each student can record it on his copy of Worksheet 89.

Some children may notice that the Polar Region is not on the

1 5 143
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cylindrical projection. The diagram below may help you ex-
plain why this is so.

Notice that the North Pole is projected straight up and there-
fore cannot be seen on the cylindrical screen. The regions
near the North Pole could be projected onto a cylindrical
screen, if the screen were very tall and the lamp were much
brighter than the one in the 'projection equipment.

When all the children have finished Worksheet 89 , have them
compare it with Worksheet 88 and discuss which properties of
the starting set changed and which were retained. Also dis-
cuss which, regions were more distorted. Ask the children if
this map (cylindrical projection) reminds theM in any way of
a flat map of the world they've seen before. SomeoRe will
probably notice that this projection is similar- to the Mercator
map; the North Pole becomes a line instead of a point, and
the lines of longitude become parallel.

Do Worksheets 90 through 93 the lame way as Worksheets 88,
and 89. However, you may want to. divide the class into
small groups and let them experiment with the equipment over
a period of several days, ging Worksheets 90 through 93 as
guides for their investigations. Whichever way the children
do this activity, discuss the worksheets with them afterward.

5



orksheet 'O
Unit 28 Name

Predic:Ion Sheet,-- Biding Set 2

If the screen Is tmld like this:

*which region *11 I be more
distorted or stretched?

1. Greenland or °sited States

2. Europe or the U.S.S.R.

AFithich letters mill be more distorted?

1. The 'A' or the "C- in ATLANTIC

2. The "P- or the 'F" in PACIFIC

*will the properties of order. In-q4t and Loundedness
change,

worksheet 92
Unit 28 Nano

Prediction Sheet -- Ending Set 3

If the screen is held like this:

1

*Which region will be more
distorted?

1. Alaska or Mexico

2. The U.S.S.R. or India

*Which letters will be more distorted?

1. Thi "C' in ATLANTIC or the 1)" in OCEAN

2. The "1" or the "A° in 1:PIAN7

*will-the properties of order. In-out and houndedness
change?

Worksheet 91
Unit 26 Name

Properties of Ending Set 2

Measure the area of these regions.

Greenland a.,,,- square inches

Lhi ted States 3_-square inches

Europe :._square Inches

U.S.S.R. A._--square tnches

Measure the height of these letters.

The "A- In ATLANTIC

The "C" in ATLANTIC ._____Inches

The "P" in EACIFICA-----_lnches

The "F" in PACIFIC 1.----_Inches

Is the order of the main features the same or t
different? Mar 1

Has the boundetness property changed? Aig

Has the in-out property changed?

Worksheet 93
Unit 28 Nue

Properties of Ending Set 3

Measure the area of these regions.

Alaska a_____equere Inches

Mexico :.__spore Inches

U.S.S.R. i_squart

India 3-_--_Impiare inches

Measure the height of these letters.

The "C" in ATLANTIC ,_____Inches

The "0" In QCEAN A-inches

The "I" in INDIAN x_____Inches

The "A" InlihtIAN

Is the order of the main *features the Same or
different? Sri try

Has the boundednese property changed?_440

this the In-out property changed? /00

1 5 145



worksheet 14
Unit as Nag*

-**-.. "'"7
44.1-41

. to ,.

-1-,'!`- --.
C f ++** --,,,,

S , 1

146

Activity C

Have the children look at Worksheets 94 and 95. Using the
information they have learned, ask them to speculate about
how,the screen was held to get the standard projections shown
on these worksheets. Then gather the children around the
demonstration table on which the projection equipment is set
up. Have several children demongtrate how they think the
screen should be held to get these projections. They should
be able to support their ansivers by giving det2iled descrip-
tions of the identifying characteristics of each, kind of projec-
tion. For example, on the cylindrical projection, the grid
lines are parallel. Also, there 'is much distortion near the
Polar Regions and little distortion near the equator.' Some
child may notice that it resembles the Mercator map.

After the children have discussed all three kinds of projection
cylindrical, conical and gnomic discuss which properties

have been retained in each projection (bdundedness, order
and in-out).

1 r0 it
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The children should :see that though-the measurable
properties changed, there is still one to one matching of the
main features on the half-globe with the main features on
each projection. For example, each major land area on the
half-globd,can be matched one to, one with its projected image
on the screen; there is just one North America on the screen,
Cuba is not missing, etc.

Some children may notice the absence of the Southern Hemi-
sphere on the -cOnical and gnomic projections on Worksheets
94 and 95. Discuss with them the following suggestions on
how projections of the South-ern Herrii,F:phere could be made.

1.. Conical

Form the screen into a cone-shape and place it over a
half-globe that has the Southern -Iemisphere printed on it.

o

2. Gnomic

Place the screen tangent to the South Pole off`a half-globe
that has the Southern Hemisphere printed on it.

Discuss these three standard projections in terms of their
"usefulness" for different purposes. Here are some questions
you might ask:

WHICH PROJECTIOICT. WOULD AN ARCTIC EXPLORER USE?
WHY?

WHICH PROJECTION WOULD AN AIRPLANE PILOT FLYING
FROM NEW YORK TO MOSCOW USE? WHY?

WHICH PROJECTION WOU,LD A "pERSON TRAVELING AROUND
THE 'WORLD ON A SHIP USE?

The children should see that each projection is suitable foi.
different purposes.

Ask the children which projection they would dse if they
wanted to make a map of North America. They \will probably
suggest the conical, -since on it, North America is the least
distorted. .\
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The students should have an opportunity to experiment with
some of their own ideas, using the projection.equipment.
You could keep the equipment set up in a corner of the room
for a, few days. The children should also be encouraged to
follow their interests in mapping by investigating other types
of maps, such as relief maps, contour maps, physical maps,
etc. Some chilCmight want to find out and report on how a
globe is made, while others might enjoy making a clay con-
tour map of the playground, as described in the ESS unit
Outdoor Mapping. (See page 138 for instructions on ordering.)

1



Lesson 20: SUMMARY LESSON

This lesson reviews and summarizes some of the main ideas
introduced in this unit. Briefly, these include the notions
that when a starting set is transformed into an ending set;
both the measurable and the non-measurable properties may
change. -However,--there-is a largeclass of "useful" trans-
fordlations that involve changing only the measurable prop,
erties. Examples of "useful" or topological tran,sformations__,
.include checkerboard distortions, rubber sheet transformations,
clay molding and grid transformations of naps and pictures.

MATERIALS

- pencils
- Worksheets. 96 99

PROCEDURE

- .

Use Worksheets 96 99 as a gUide for reviewing and sum-
marizing the main ideas in this unit. One possible proce-
dure to follow would be to discuss which properties changed

worksheet 96
tnit 28

starting set ending set

worksheet 97
Unlit 28 Name

ending-Set

starting set

starting set ending set

149



4Norksheet 98 -
Unit 26 iasm

starting set ending set

K

starting set ending set

. starting set ending set

150:

and *which did not change from the starting sets to the endiw
sets pictured on each worksheet. (Each transformation that
is pictured was actually studied in this unit.) Then you could
ask the children to generalize about which kind of properties
were retained to produce a "useful" ending set (non-measurable)
and which kind of properties changed and still produced a "use-
ful" ending set (measurable).

End the lesson by asking the children to think of other kinds of
transformations in which the measurable properties change and
the non - measurable prOpeittes do not change.
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LESSONS 18 AND 19 WERE REMOVED

FROM THIS DOCUMENT PRIOR TO ITS BEING
SUBMITTED TO THE ERIC DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE

DUE TO POOR REPRODUCIBILITY.
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